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TEE EFFECT OF EOOE CONDITIONS ON 'I'HE: TENDENCY TOWABD 
BRITrLE F.RACTORE OF S~ STEELS 
Io IN'.fRODUCTION 
10 Object and Scope of Investigation 
During the past 15 Years, it has became increasingly apparent 
t1+at the standard acceptance tests for structural steels , although 
providing mnch useful. information concerning the physical properties 
of" steel, ~ not provide all of the information necessary to predict 
accurately the behaviour, of,. steel.-Jin: serVice.. Particularly lacking in 
this respect is information concerning the effect of edge preparations 
on the static tensile behaviour of structural steelso It is the purpose 
of the program reported herein to investigate the effect of edge 
conqitions, that is, the effect of the method of' fabricating the edge 
,of the material, on the ductile behaviottr and on the tendency toward 
brittle behaviour of structural steelso 
Premature failures of" structural members in the laboratory 
and in the field have indicated that the method of preparing the edge 
of the material can have a considerable effect on the properties of 
the steel and of the completed structure 0 The present tests provide 
quantitative information of' the effect of' edge conditions on strength, 
ductility, and energy absorption, information which might explain 
some past premature failures and. which might also be used to prevent 
the future occurrence of simjlar failures~ 
1 .. 
Four steels, designated by ASTM specifications A7 (semi-killed 
steel), A7 (rimmed steel), A94 (structural silicon steel), and A242 (low 
'* alloy h:igh tensile steel; commercial trade designation, ~ari R), have 
been empJ..oyed in the investigation. Specimens of each of these steeJ.s 
have been fabricated with the test edges prepared either by shearing, 
machining, l'.J.I8I.l1la.l name .... cutting, or a.utomatic name-cutting. In 
addition. to these edge conditions" a study has also been made of the 
effect of' a weld arc-strike on a machined 'or on a. sheared edge and of 
the effect of ma.nua1ly :f'lame softening a. sheared edge or a fJ.ame-cut 
edge (silicon steel only) <> 
The test ~cfmen is such that the static tensile properties 
of the stee1s subjected to the various test conditions can be compared. 
The specimens were tested at temperatures in the range from -70 deg.F. 
to +80 deg. Fe to determine the effect of the edge conditions on the 
ductile behaviour and on the tendency toward brittle behaviour of the 
·f'our types of structural steels. 
2. Review of Past Investigations 
As stated above, little experimental evidence is available 
.. concerning the effects of edge conditions on the static tensile 
properties of structural. steels. GeneralJ.y, previous investigations 
*The mechanical and metaJ.lurgical properties of' the steels which 
-cam.Ply with ABT.M specification A242 are so Varied that it is 
desirable to mention the trade name of the particular steel used 
in this investigation .. 
3· 
have employed same type of bend test. A recent investigation. of this 
1* 
nature by So S .. Tor, Jo M. Ruzek, and R. Do stout compared the 
transition temperature properties of bend specimens which contained a 
semi-circular notch prepared either by machining, flame-cutting, or 
shearing.. Two steels, corresponding to ASTM specifications .A201 
and A285, were used.. The results of the investigation indicated that 
fJ.am.e-cutting and shearing lowered the notch toughness and that 
subsequent heat treatments at ll50 deg. F.. and· J.600 deg. F.. were 
beneficial in increasing the notch toughness.. The authors conclude 
that the adverse effect of flame-cut or of sheared edges is due to 
metaJ.J.urgicaJ. changes in the metal at the prepared edges and that 
local fJ.ame normalizing of these edges may be beneficial to the notch 
toughness of the steel plate .. 
A more recent investigation by S. To Carpenter and R .. F. 
Linsenmeyer, now under wa:s at Swarthmore ColJ.ege but as yet not 
reported, employs a tensile ty:pe specimen and includes studies of 
edges prepared by machining, guided flame-cutting, guided flame-cutting 
and subsequent grinding, manual fJ.ame-cutting, and. shearing. '!'he 
steel em;pJ.oyed in these tests was an American Bureau of Shipping 
Type ]3 steel. The results of the tests are not yet available. 
2 H. H. Moss reported the results of tests of tensile and 
bend specimens with edges prepared either by machining, flame-cutting, 
or flame-cutting and subsequent flame softening. The investigation 
* The superscripts refer to the Bibliography given at the end. of 
-the report. 
4. 
included tests of carbon steels, silicon steels, and alloy steels. The 
tests of the silicon steels clearly showed the embrittling tendency of 
the flame-cut edge and the beneficial. effects of the subsequent flame 
softening procedure.. One of the :fl.ame-cut tensile specimens failed with 
·l.ow ductility at a maximum. stress signif'icantJ.y less than that of the 
machined or of the flame softened, flame-cut specimens • 
.An investigation has been made by J.' H. Z:iJm:Derma.n3 of the 
impact and the bend test properties of specimens with edges prepared 
either by automatic flame-cutting, ~ flame-cutting, shearing, 
or friction sawiDg. Shearing and friction sawing decreased the impact 
toughness of the material adjacent to the edge and reduced the ductility 
as determined by the cold bend test. 
The properties of ~ spec if ic at.i on A94 structural silicon 
. 4 
steel have been investigated by Co E. Webb and F. H. DUl. to compare 
specimens prepared either by flame-cutting, name-cutting and sUbsequent 
fJ.ame softening, or by machiningo This investigation included tests 
of a bend specimen and. an axial tensile spec imen. The spe.cimens, which 
were tested only at room temperature, ~dicated the benefic.ial effect 
of flame softening the flame-cut edges of silicon steel. 
II. TEST PROCEDURES 
3.. Details of Test Specimen 
III order to provide the desired static tensile properties, 
the test specimen shown in Fig. 1 was developed.. This specimen, 
30 in. in length, was prep6red from two haJ..ves and. bad a ma.x:1mum 
width of' 5 in., 'a reduced section 4 :in. wide, and a straight section 
5· 
4 in. long_ The specimens" were prepared-nth the direction o£ rolling 
paral1el to the length of' the specimen. Each haJ.:f' of the specimen 
contained a test edge which was located at the centerline of the 
assembled specimen.. T.b.e outside reduced. edges of' the specimen were 
draw-f"Ued so that fracture would originate from the test edge(s).. The 
two ha.1ves of the spec1lnen were joined at each end of the specimen by 
tack we1.ds which often were fractured during the course of' the test. 
4. Stress.2!! Test Edges 
Since each half of the test spec~en is not symmetrical 
about its own centerline, a certain amount of non-uniform strain1ng 
of each haJ..f of the specimen was anticipated. To evaluate this non ... 
lUdform straining, type A ... ll SR4 strain gages -were mounted on the edges 
sf wo assembled specimens and on the edges of one ha.l.f-spec:imen. For 
these tests, both the test edges and. the reduced edges were draw-filed 
and polished to aJ.J.ow application of the SR4 strain gages. The resu1.ts 
of these three tests are summarized in Fig. 2, in which the stress 
on the test edges is plotted as a function of the nominal stress in 
the test section. 
6. 
The nominal stress was computed by dividing the applied load 
by the original area of the test section. For the stress on the test 
edges, the stress in the plastic range was approximated f'rom the measured 
strain by assuming that the strain distribution was linear across the 
test section and graphieall.y averaging the results f'rom. the tour strain 
gages on each· specimen. This average curve was assumed to represent 
the stress-strain curve for the material; the stresses corresponding 
to the measured strains were then determined graphically with the aid 
of this diagramo 
The graphical results indicate that the stress on the test 
edges was less than the nominal stress by an amount which increases in 
the elastic range to a max:imum vaJ.ue of approximately 13,000 psi for 
one of the test edgeso This maximum occurs at a nominaJ stress of about 
44,000 psi, which was about the yield point for this type specimen. 
~, the stress on the test edge was about 30 percent less than the 
nominal stress, which corresponds to an eccentricity of about 1/10 in .. 
.After yielding occurs, the non-uniform straining is el:imiDa.ted 
temporarily, but further strainiIJg causes the stress on the test edge 
to be about 7000 psi (10 percent) less than the ponli nal stress at a 
nominaJ stress of approximately 70,000 psio The maximam nominal stress 
for this steel was 88,700 paio 
It shoald be remembered when reviewing the test data that 
the stress on the test edge is always l.ess than the nominal stress by 
a. sign1f'icant amount in the stress ranges at which failures occurred. 
~:illee the brittle fractures reported bel.ow practically al.wa;y's origiDated 
at the test edge(s), it can be assumed that the naminalstress at the 
test edge at the time fracture occurs is somewhat l.ess than the va.1.ues 
reported in the tabl.es and graphs.. The value of the stress on the test 
edge cou1.d not, of cOurse, be determined. for each spec:I.men tested; 
therefore, the test resuJ.ts have been interpreted in terms of the 
nomina" stress based on the area in the test section before testing .. 
5. Preparation of Test Edges 
The four steels were provided in plate lengths which were 
multiples of 30 ino to accommodate the l.ength of the test specimen 
without waste. The l.ocation of aJ.1 of the test spec3.mens in the pl.ates 
of' the four steels is shown in Figo 3 through 14. The straight cuts 
indicated on these drawings were all made so that the ba.J..f-spec3.mens 
were about 1/4 ino wider than their f1Dal specified dimension of 
2 1/2 in. A1J.. of the straight cuts indicated, with the exception of 
the cuts to be manuall.y fiame cut, were made with a portabl.e automatic 
name-cutting machine.. The details empl.oyed in the preparation of the 
various edge conditions are reViewed bel.ow: 
(a) Automatically Flame-Cut Edges g 
The automatically flame-cut edges were prepared in the 
initiai cutting of the plate materialo The cutting torch with a 
110 .. 6 tip was operated at the following approximate values! 4 psi 
acetylene pressure, 40 psi oxygen pressure, 15 in. per mino rate of 
travel 0 The edges were not aJ..~s perpendicular to the surface of the 
plate, and in computing the area of the test section, the average 
8. 
width of· the plate was determined from six micrometer :measurements, 
tbree measurements beiDg taken at different locations on each side of' 
the plate. 
(b) IJ.aIm.aJ.1y Flame-Cut Edges: 
Th.e ~ flame-cut edges were tested to determine 
the most severe condition which might be expected of fla:me-cut edges. 
The name-cutting was performed by a man rel.at1vely inexperienced in 
manual. flame .... cutting and represents work of a quality which would be 
expected of a novice 0 The torch with a No. 6 tip was operated. with 
3 psi acetylene pressure, 34 psi oxygen pressure, and 18 ino per mino 
rate of travel. The edges were so irregular that it was not possible 
·to determine the width of' the specimens to the accura.c,y with which the 
other· specimens were measured 0 The contrasting ap:pearance of the 
mSlma]1y and of the automaticali.y flame-cut edges is clearly shown in 
Fig .. 15· 
(c) Machined Edges: 
The machined edges were prepared by machining the ha.l.f'-
specimens to their f'inal dimension of 2 1/2 . ino in a planero The 
planer was operated so as to produce a test edge similar in finish to 
and no better than that which would be produced by a machine shop in 
a structural. fabrication plant 0 The edge, a close-up of which is 
shown in Fig. 15, was rough and jagged to the touch. 
(d) Sheared Edges: 
The sheared edges were prepared at the rolling mill and 
were the outer edges of' the plate material. before cutting. A typical 
r 
9· 
photograph of a sheared edge is shown in Fig. 15. Often the test edge 
was not perpendicular to the surf'ace of the plate. In a:u cases, the 
edges were rough and jagged and the thickness at the sheared edge of 
the plate was significantly less than the thickness away from the edge. 
In computing the areas of the sheared specimens, three thickness 
readings were taken aW153 from the test edge and one average reading 
was taken at the test edge; the four readings were then averaged. 
Similarly, six micrometer me~surements were averaged to determine the 
width, three readings being taken at different locations on each surface 
of the plate .. 
After preparation of the test edges in the above manner, some 
of the edges were subjected to subsequent treatment before testing. 
The subsequent 'treatments included (1) flame softening of flame-cut 
edges of silicon steel, (2) flame softening of sheared edges of all 
:four types of steel, (3) depositing a weld arc-strike on machined 
edges o:f all four types of steel, and (4) depositing a weld arc-strike 
on sheared edges of all four types of steelo 
The flame softening technique corresponded to the type III 
flame-softening procedure as identified by H 0 Ho Moss2 and by the 
International Acetylene Association5• The temperature control was 
achieved by specifying, as suggested by C. E. Webb and F. II. Dill4, 
,that the edge be heated uniformly and progressively to a red heat 
visible in ordinary shop light to a depth of' at least 1/16 in 0 Checks 
with Templesticks indicated that the max~ temperature achieved in 
this :m.a.tmer exceeded 1250 deg 0 F 0 The torch, which had a nurilber 
10. 
250-MA-MP Oxweld heating tip, was manually operated with approximately 
6 psi acetylene pressure, 60 psi oxygen pressure, and a r~te of travel 
of approximately 1.2 in .. per min. The appearance of the flame softened 
edge is shown in Fig.. 15. 
The are-strikes, which were added to the test specimens just 
prior to the joining of the two halves of the specimen, consisted of 
two parts.. For the first part, the welder simply held the electrode 
(an ArTS specification EGOIO electrode, 3/16 in. diameter) at one point 
on the edge, aJJ.owing a slight accumulation of weld metal. The second 
part of the arc-strike was made by allowing the electrode to be dragged 
across the test edge for the remaining distance in the 4 in. test 
J section of the specimen. The appearance of the arc-strikes are shown 
in Fig .. 15. 
A.12 of the specimens, with the exception of' the machined 
specimens, were sized to their final gross width of 2 1/2 in. by 
automatic flame-cutting in a jig developed for this purpose. After 
sizing, the reduced edges were machined and draw-filed. 
6. Method of' Testing Edge Conditions Specimen 
It was the purpose of the tests to provide information which 
the engineer could use in predicting the behaviour of' structures in 
service. To accomplish this, the specimens, prepared as outlined above, 
were tested statiCally in axial tension. A 300,000 lb. capacity Riehle 
test machine was employed and the load was applied at a strain rate of 
0.052 in.. per minute, travel between heads. The specimens were held 
.j;n the heads of the machine by flat grips which were 4 in. wide. 
11. 
The tests were conducted at temperatures in the range fram 
-70 deg 0 F. to +80 deg.. F.. Two procedures were employed to keep the 
temperature as nearly constant as possible during the test.. For the 
specimens tested at room temperature, an electric f'an was directed on 
the specimen during the test 0 Prelimjnary investigation had shown 
that about one hour was required to test a ductile specimen at room 
teurperature and that the temperature increased about 20 deg. F .. 
during this hour. This increase in temperature was reduced to about 
~O deg. F.. after the f'an bad been installed 0 
A refrigeration system was devised to maintain the temperature 
of' the specimens tested at temperatures below room temperature.. The 
system, which employed dry ice in a petroleum base solvent as a 
coolant, is shown schematically in Fig. 16 and pictorially in Fig. 170 
~ ice was added to a resevoir of' solvent to cool the solvent to the 
desired temperature.. The cooled solvent was then pumped to the cooling 
tanks which were clamped against the sides of the specimen. A coating 
of oil was placed between the cooling tanks and the specimen to increase 
the rate of heat transfer 0 Using this scheme, the temperature rise 
during testing 'Was on the order of 20 dego F.. for a. ductile specimen, 
depending on the temperature being sought, but this temperature rise 
was not considered great enough to invalidate the test results.. The 
temperature used in plotting the test results is the average temperature 
during the test .. 
The temperature during testing was recorded continuously during 
~: a. test with a Leeds and Northrup Type G speedomax using a copper .. 
~/' 
.. " 
12. 
constantan thermocouple., The thermocouple was mounted, as indicated in 
Fig. 16, on a piece of spring steel which held the thermocouple against 
one of the reduced edges of the specimen by bearing against the cooling 
tanks. The spring steel was insulated from the cooling tanks by means 
of plastic protectors on the ends of the spring steel bearing against 
the cooling tanks 0 
The measurements taken to determine ductility, energy absorption, 
and strength included micrometer measurements of the thickness and 
the width in the test section before and after testing (to determine 
the area), measurements to the nearest 0.01 ino of the 4 in. gage 
length before and after testing, and a record of the :maximum load, the 
fracture load, and the yield pointo 
As explained a.bove, the specimen was subjected to some non-
uniform strainingo This non-uniform straining was of such magnitude 
that the flat portion of the yield point was dif'ficul t to determine. 
During testing, the yield point was recorded only when a pronounced, 
f'l.at yield point occurred; however, generally, a fiat yield point did 
not occur, and for this reason, the yield point has not been included 
in the tabular and graphical. results. 
In addition to the infor.mation obtained from the load arm of 
the test machine, a curve of load versus deflection between'heads was 
automatiCally recorded during the test D The drum-type recorder employed 
a piano-wire drive to record the deflection between heads. The load 
scaJ..e of the load-deflection curve is determined by calibration. The 
'd.efiection calibration, however, varies slightly for each specimen, 
depending upon how the specimen seats itself' in 'the grips 0 To resolve 
this difficulty, the deflection scale has been arbitrarily determined 
in the following manner. The maximum deflection in the 4 in. gage 
length is determined from. the average elongation along the gage lines 
of the fractured haJ.f (or halves) of each specimeno This average 
e~ongation is then arbitrarily set equal to the maximum deflection 
recorded on the load deflection curve, assuming a vertical slope 'to 
the curve in the elastic region. The area under this curve, scaled 
with a planimeter, gives the energy absorption in the 4 in. straight 
section of the test specimen. TYPical recorded load-deflection curves, 
one from. a ductile spec:imen and one from a brittle specimen, are shown 
:in Fig. 180 
T.. Method of Interpretation of Test Results 
The results of the tests are presented in detail in tabular 
a.nd graphical. form. The tables give the average and the range of 
temperature, the percent brittle appearance, the reduction of area, 
the percent elongation, the maximum stress, the fracture stress, and 
the energy- absorption.. The percent brittle appearance was estimated 
after fracture without t~ measurementso The percent reduction of 
area was determined from the micrometer measurements made before 
testing and after fracture 0 It was, of course, not possible to determine 
the reduction of' area for those specimens which fractured out of the 
test section. 
The percent elongation was obtained from the punched 4 in 0 gage 
lengths which were measured before and after the test 0 The results in 
terms of the :percent elongation are presented in aD. cases, even if 
fracture occurred out of the test section 0 For those cases in which 
oD1.y one half of the specimen fractured, the elongation was based on 
the measurements of the half which fractured 0 For the specimens which 
:fractured out of the test section, the average elongation was computed 
from the two halves of the specimen, although the fracture occurred out 
of the test section 0 
The maximum stress and the fracture stress are based on the 
max:imum load and on the fracture load, respectively:J and the area before 
testing. In addition, for those specimens which fractured out of the 
test section, the stress is also computed from the area at the fracture 
1ocatiollo In this latter case, the recorded stress is more properly 
the true stress at the time of· fracture; however, fracture out of the 
test section was generally associated with brittle fractures Which 
oceurred after very little plastic action and the stress at the 
,.fracture location would closely approximate the nominal stress at 
the fracture locationo 
The energy absorption was computed from the above data with 
of the recorded load-deflection curve as indicated in section 6a 
III. STEEL PROPERTIES 
8.. Chemical Analysis and Physical Properties of Steels 
For convenience, a letter code has been given to each of the 
four steels as follows: 
(1) steel K: ASTM A7, Semi-killed steel 
(2) steel L~ ASTM A7, Rimmed steel 
(3) steel M~ ASTM A94, structural silicon steel 
(4) Steel p~ ASTM A242, Low aJ.1oy high tensile steel 
(Mayeri R) 
These designations have been used throughout the tabulated results. 
'., 
: 
The first designating letter of the specimen number indicates the type 
of steel. 
The chemicaJ. analyses and the pbysicaJ. properties of the four 
steels are presented in Tables 1 and 2, respectively.. The chemical 
a.nalysis chips were prepared. from the first plate that was used of each 
steel and these samples were sent to a commercial test laboratory for 
. a.nalysis 0 The physical properties were obtained from tests of standard 
8 in. gage length specimens tested with the mill scale left on the two 
surfaces of the plateo With the exception of one specimen of steel K 
which had a slightly l~ tensile strength, all four of the steels 
passed their respective specifications for chemical content and ~hysical 
properties. 
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Average stress-strain diagrams have been determined for each 
of the f'our steels and these diagrams are shown in Fig. 19. The stress-
strain relationship for each specimen was determined in two parts. Up 
to a strain of about 3/4 percent, a microf'ormer extensometer with an 
8 in. gage length was used to automatically record the strains on the 
strain-recorder supplied with the BaJ.dwin 120,000 lb 0 capacity hydraulic 
testing machine.. Before the range of the microformer was exceeded, the 
load 1fas reduced until straining of the spec imen ceased, and the 
microformer gage was removed 0 Bef'ore the load was reapplied, a "e" 
type extensometer with 2 compensating SR4 strain gages to measure 
strains was attached to the specimen. A.f'ter the fle'f type extensometer 
had been attached, the load was reapplied and the strains were recorded 
up to the limit of' the extensometer which was about 10 percent strain. 
The second extensameter was removed without stopping the straining of 
the spec:imeno The strain rate during both portions of the coupon tests 
'Was 0 .. 20 ino per minute 0 
. Differences in the strength and. the ductility of the four 
steels are clearly illustrated by the stress-strain diagrams. The 
ratios of the yield strength to the max~ strength has been determined 
for each of the steels and these ratios are as fol1ows~ 
ASTM A 7, Semi-killed" 
ASTM A7 ~ Rimmedo .. 0 
ASTM A94, structural Silicono 
ASTM A242, low alloy high tensile 
o 0057 
o 0 .. .. 0.6l 
....... 0.54 
.. 0073 
, ~, relative to the A7 steels, the. yield point of the A242 steel is 
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increased a greater amount than is its tensile strength, whereas the 
yield point and the tensile strength of the A94 steel are increased in 
about the same proportioDc 
94> Charpy V-Notch Impact Tests 
The Charpy V-notch specimen has been used to determine the 
qualitative relationship of the notch impact toughnesses of the four 
steels. For each steel, six samples to be used for the preparation 
of the Charpy specimens were taken from each of three plates. The 
specimens were taken in series of three, with each of the three 
specimens being taken at a different location through the plate cross-
section as shown in Fig 0 200 This same pattern was used for each set 
of three specimens, the outer two spec~ens being referred to as surface 
specimens and the remaining specimen being the center specimen. The 
Charpy specimens were prepared with their length parallel to the length 
of the edge condition specimen (parallel to the direction of rolling) 
and, as shown in Fig 0 20, the notches were perpendicular to the plane 
of the plate. 
The Charpy specimens were tested at temperatures v~ing 
from. 0 deg. F. to +195 dego Fo Those specimens tested at temperatures 
below room temperature were cooled in a bath of petroleum base 
solvent and the temperature was controlled by dry ice; those 
specimens tested at temperatures above roam temperature were heated 
in a hot water solutioDo After removal :from the temperature bath, 
the heating curve in the former case, or the cooling curve in the 
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latter case, was determined with the use of a specimen with a copper 
constantan thermocouple soldered in the notch. The heating or cooling 
curve was recorded automatically with a Leeds and Northrup Type G 
speedomax. With these time-temperature curves, it was possible to 
determine the temperature at the time of" testing by measuring the 
time between the removal of" the ~ecimen from the temperature control 
bath and the application of the impact load to the specimen. 
The results of the impact tests, interpreted in terms of" the 
energy absorption, are given in Table 3 and in Figures 21 and 22. 
Photographs of the fractured specimens are shown . in Fig" 23. It is 
seen that the Charpy V-notch behaviour of" the four steels is similar 0 
To the nearest 5 deg o F., the temperatures corresponding to the 15 :ft. 
l.b.. energy absorption level are as follows: 
AS~ A7, Semi-killed ... 0 
ASTM A 7, R:immed.. 0 " 
" • 70 dego F .. 
.. 85 deg. F. 
AS~ A94, Structural silicon. " 0 " 0 .. 85 deg. Fo 
• 55 deg. F. ASTM A242, Low alloy high tensile " 
These results indicate that, for this method of testing, the A1 rimmed 
stee~ Rnn the A94 si"ticon steel R:re more notch sensitive than either 
.. the A7 semi-killed steel or the A242 low alloy high tensile steel. 
~e results of the Charpy tests are used oIlly to obtain a qualitative 
rating of the notch toughness of the f"our steels, and a strict 
. correlation might not exist between the Charpy impact behaviour of 
a steel and the behaviour of the same steel in service. or in a 
different test. 
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~O. Metallurgical Examination of Steels 
Two sections, located as shown in Fig4 24, were prepared fram 
a machined specimen of each steel to determine the metallurgical 
character of the steels and to determine the changes at the machined 
edge. The conditions at the edge will be discussed in Section li. 
The sections A and B were metallurgically polished and etched with a 
2 percent nital solution and photomicrographs o.t these sections at a 
magnification of lOOX are given in Fig. 25 for section A and in Figo 26 
for section Bo 
Sections A and B of steel K, the ASTM A7 semi-killed steel, 
both indicated a heavy carbon segregation which was not present in 
the other steels, with the exception of the typical segregation in 
the'riImned steel. Steel K had. numerous inclusions, most of which 
appeared round or elliptical in this section. A s:imi1ar shape was 
noted for some of the inclusions in steel P, the AS~ A242 low alloy 
high tensile steel, and inclusions were not easily detected in steel 
11,- the structural silicon steel, because of the large amount of 
pearlite present.. The steels K, L, and M had relatively large 
austenite grain sizes compared to that of steel P. 
Metallurgical Examination of Edge Preparations 
Specimens of the various edge conditions have been polished 
section A and etched with 2 percent nital to deter.mine the 
al1urgical changes caused by the edge preparations. Photomicrographs 
these sections at a ma.gnification of lOax have been prepared and. 
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a discussion of the effect of the various edge preparations is given 
below 0 
(a) Machined Edges (Photomicrographs in Fig. 25): 
For all of the steels, the machining procedure produced 
very little distortion at the edges, perhaps only to a depth of 
0 .. 001 or 0.002 ino 
(b) Automatically Flame-cut Edges (Photomicrographs in Fig. 27): 
steels K, L, and P reacted similarl:y to the automatic 
flame-cutting procedureo The heating caused complete ausentization to 
a depth of about 0.01 ino but little carbon diffusion occurred. 
Apparently these three steels. contained same residual stress since 
recrystallization of ferrite which was not transformed to austenite was 
. observed. 
Steel M bad a much deeper heat affected zone than the other 
three steels, almost complete solution occurring across the field 
,(0.03 ino). A few ferrite envelOJ?es at the austenite grain boundaries 
did not go into solution and these might lower the ductility of the 
steel. 
~ .' (c) Ma,rmaJJy Flame-cut Edge (Photomicrograph in Figo 28): 
Only a section from steel K was examined with a manually 
flame-cut edge.. This polished and etched section showed that the 
.,-
i·I·; 
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(d) Sheared Edge (Photomicrographs in Fig. 29): 
Shearing of all of the steels resulted in a fiberous 
type structure near the surf'ace of the sheared edge. For all four of 
the steels, the distortion is pronounced across the entire field 
observed at lOOX.. For the sections examined, those of steels M and K 
appear to have been the most heavily sheared, but the effect of shearing 
wouJ.d probably va:ry from section to section along the length of the shear. 
(e) Sheared and Subsequently Flame Softened Edge (Photo-
micrographs in Fig 0 30): 
The sheared specimens of steels K, L, and P were affected 
to about the same extent by the flame softening treatment with complete 
austenization occurring to a depth of about 1/8 in. A slight decarburiz-. 
at ion was noted at the flame softened, sheared edge and the maximum 
grain size at the edge was considerably smaller than the original grain 
size of the rolled plate 0 The structure of: the ferrite indicates a 
fairly rapid cooling rate, but there is no possibility that hardening 
occurred. In the regions of the specimens heated near the ~, some 
spheroidization of the carbides bas occurred, indicating that a some-
What weaker material might occur at same depth below the test edge. 
~ heat effects have not changed the distribution of the inclusions 
fc:mnd in the sheared specimens .. 
For steel. M, the heat affected zone was about the same 
width as the other steels. For this steel, a very fine grained 
structure was noted in regions heated just over the ~ temperaturec 
In regions heated between the criticals, very fine austenite grains 
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appear in a network of the ferrite envelopes of the previous grain 
size. 
(f) Fl.ame-cut and Subsequently Flame Softened Edge of Silicon 
Steel (Photomicrograph in Figo 31): 
The structure in the heat affected zone of the flame 
softened, :flame-cut specimen is very similar to that of the sheared, 
f1ame softened ~cfmen, except that the distribution of the inclusions 
ill the flame-cut specimen is the same as that of' the as-rolled plate. In a 
DaI'TOW band at the edge, chances of" carburization and of decarburization 
both exist, depending on which portion of the oxyacetylene :f'lame is in 
contact with the edge, and 'regions of completely f'erritic or completely 
pearlitic structures have been noted at the edge. 
(g) Arc-Strike on a Machined Edgeo (Photomicrographs in Fig. 
32): 
The structure of the weld bead is characterized by a 
typical strongly columnar structure ; with very slight penetration into 
" the base metal. At the fusion zone, cracks appear in the f'orm of 
;:Inecmplete fusion with the base metalo The base metal is affected to 
structure occurs at the junction of the weld metal and the base metal. 
In the region heated between the criticals, ferrite which did not go 
!\;, into solution exists in a matrix of martensite of' high carbon content, 
f 
t, atld tlms, of much higher hardness than the martensite resulting from ~: 
R': ~! 'ec:a;plete austenizationo 
r.' ~~ 
~;I it ~"~~~' ~"" il~~.' ~, ' 
:'t.. 
(~ . , 
:, 
12. Hardness SurveyS of Edges of Structural Silicon Steel 
A diamond :pyramid indenter with a 1000 g load was used to 
take hardness surveys of section A along a line at about the mid-depth 
a.f the plate perpendicul.a.r to the prepared edges of specimens of 
silicon steel.. The resu1.ts of these surveys are given in Table 4. 
Of those edges examined, the steel adjacent to the edges of 
the fl.ame-cut specimen was the hardest 0 Flame softening reduced the 
hardness adjacent to the flame-cut edge, but the hardness away from the 
edge is greater for the flame softened, flame-cut edge than for the 
flame-cut edge. 
The depth to which shearing affects the hardness is 
considerably greater than for flame-cutting, but the maximum hardness 
adjacent to the sheared edge is not as great as the hardness adjacent 
to the flame-cut edge.. The flame softeniDg treatment lowered the 
hardness of the sheared edge, but not to that of the as rolled plate 
as indicated by the hardness survey of the machined edge. 
The machinillg procedure had. little effect on the hardness 
of the metal. adjacent to the test edge .. 
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T!{. TESTS OF SPECmENS PREPARED BY MACHmmG, AUTOMATIC FLAME-CUTTING, 
MANUAL FLAME-CUTTING, OR SEEARmG 
~3<> steel~: .ASTM A7,. Semi-killed steel 
The results of the edge condition tests of steel K are 
presented in Table 5 and in Figs. 33, 34:1 and 35. The figures contain 
the graphical results for alJ. of the conditions studied, but only the 
tests of the specimens with edges prepared by machining, by ma.nuaJ. 
f'1.ame-cutting, by automatic f.la.m.e-cutting, or by sheariDg will. be 
discussed. in this chapter.. The other edge conditions 'Will be discussed. 
in Chapter V 0 
In Fig.. 33, the percent elongation has been plotted as a 
function of the average temperature during testing.. Tite specimens 
tested with machined edges and with automatically flame-cut edges had 
somewhat the same behaviour, there beiDg a consistent decrease in. 
ductility with decreasing temperature", The tests indicate that the rate 
of this decrease in ductility is increasing slightly at the lower 
temperatures of testing, but the tests are not sufficient to confirm 
this a.ction. Over the range of temperature from ...so deg .. F. to 
... 60 deg.. F", the elongation decreased from the range 40-44 percent to 
,the range 23-33 percent. 
In contrast to the results obtained .from the machined and 
from the automatically flame-cut specimens, the sheared specimens 
fractured after considerably less elongation.. The tests of the sheared 
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~ecimens indicate that the elongation decreases from about 15-20 percent 
'at of8o deg. F" to about 5 percent at ... 65 deg.. F.. Thus , it appears that 
the ductility which the engineer relies on to prevent a rapid, complete 
failure might not be available in a structure having a member with a 
sheared edge at a critical. section, when the temperature is low .. 
The specimens with manua.l.ly flame-cut edges, although producing 
greater scatter in the test results, behaved much the same as the sheared 
specimens .. As illdicated in Fig 0 1.5:; the manua.lly flame-cut edge was 
rOugh and jagged as compared to the antamatical.ly flame-cut edge.. In 
addition, the dup1.ication from specimen to specimen was much more 
v:ariabie" the quality of each specimen depending upon the operator's 
technique.. Comparison of the tests of the automatically and of the 
.am1a~lly flame-cut edges shows that a large difference in physical 
properties can be expected from flame-cut edges o~ different quaJ.ity .. 
ifhe irreguJ.arities of the manua.lly prepared flame-cut edge appear to 
eause severe loss of ductility and should be avoided wherever possible. 
In contrast to the decrease in e1.ongation with decreasing 
tempera:ture, Fig .. 34 indicates that, with the exception of one manua.l.ly 
flame-cut spec:iJnen, the max:imum strength increases with decreasing 
temperature.. All of the specimens produced with the various edge 
t conditions have about the same strength at a given temperature; at 
~; 
&; +80 deg. F., the maximum. stress is in the ratlge 6o~67 Itsi and increases 
i(1 
W' ' ~, ~o approx±ma.te1y 70 ksi at about -65 dego Fo It should be noted that 
~, jin spite of their lower ductility, the specimens tested with sheared 
I  edges alId with manua.l.ly name-cut edges have maximum strengths 
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a.pproximately the same as those with the machined edges or with the 
automatically flame-cut edges. If there is any difference in the maximum 
strength of the specimens prepared with the four edge conditions being 
discussed here, the sheared specimens are slightly stronger than the 
spec:imens with the other edge :preparations. 
The results in terms of energy absorption, shown in Figo 33, 
di~lay the general characteristics of those in terms of the percent 
elongation.. The influence of the increasing strength with decreasing 
temperature appears to be slight, the trend of the results following 
the pattern of decreasing energy absorption with decreasing temperature. 
Az in terms of the elongation, the machined and the automatically flame-
cut specimens behaved approximately the same, a general decrease in 
energy absorption occurring as the temperature decreases below -40 deg. 
F. For these two edge conditions, the energy absorption decreases from 
83-93 in. kips per sq. in. for a 4 ino gage length at 480 deg. Fo to 
about 55-75 in. kips per sq. in. for a 4 in. gage length at -60 deg. F. 
In contrast, the sheared specimens and the manua.1.ly flame-cut specimens 
have energy absorptions slightly greater than 30 in. kips per sq. in. 
for a 4 in ~ gage length a.t -!-80 deg ~ F,. and below 15 i"" kips :per sq.. in" 
for a. 4 in .. gage length at -70 deg. Fo 
A further comparison between the edge preparations can be 
made on the basis of the appearance of the specimens after fracture. 
··Flgure 35 shows that the sheared specimens were the first to become 
brittle in appearance at a temperature of about +30 deg. F. Both the 
::,manua11 y and the automatically flame-cut specimens began to appear 
i 
l:~ 
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britUe at about +30 deg .. F. and were completely so at about -40 deg. F. 
The machined specimens appear to start becoming brittle in appearance 
at about the same temperature as the flame-cut specimens, but still. are 
sl.ightly ductile in appearance at temperatures of -55 deg. F., and 
possibly even at lower temperatures.. This transition in ap:pearance is 
shown in the photographs of Figs.. 36 and 37, in which specimens are 
shown after fracture at various temperatures. 
14.0 Steel L: ASTM A7, Rimmed. Steel 
Steel L, the ASTM specification A7, rimmed. steel, has a 
slightly higher yield point and a slightly lower tensile strength 
than steel K, the A7 semi-killed steel. The Charpy tests indicated 
that the r:ilmned steel L is slightly more notch sensitive than the 
semi-killed steel Ko The results of the edge condition tests of Steel 
L are given in Table 6 and. in Figs.. 38, 39, and 40. 
The results of the tests of the machined and of the 
automatically flame-cut specimens of steel L follow the trend of 
the s:imila.r~ prepared specimens of steel K. The elongations, maximum 
stresses, and the energy absorptions, aJ. though differing slightly in 
.' numerical vaJ.ue, react somewhat the same as steel K to changes in the 
temperature of testing. 
In contrast to the relatively ductile behaviour of the 
automatically flame-cut specimens, the manuaJ.ly flame-cut spec:imens 
r' 
'II were relatively brittle, especially those specimens tested at ~, 
~ .. temperatures of +30 deg. F. and l.ower. 
~. 
At temperatures below +30 deg. 
~:: 
~. t i 
F., the elongation of the specimens with manuaJ.ly flame-cut edges was 
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1.0 percent or l.ess.. Comparison of the specimens with automaticaJJ..y 
and with manually flame-cut edges indicated the wide variation of 
physical prqperties which can be expected of flame-cut edges of different 
quality, especiaJJ..y at low. temperatures. At +80 deg. F., the 
~ el.ongation of the manuaJJ..y ~lame-cut specimen was about 20 percent. 
The automaticaJJ..y flame-cut specimens might be slightly 
~ess ductile than the machined spec:imens, but the difference is not. 
excessive and is somewhat masked by the scatter encountered in the 
tests of this steelo Of particular note is one automaticaJJ..y f1ame-
cut specimen which was tested at -30 deg. F. In preparing this 
specimen, the automatic flame-cutting equipment stopped at one location 
sufficiently long to flame-cut a notch about 1/16 in. deep 0 This 
specimen had. somewhat less ductility than the other automaticaJJ..y 
flame-cut specimens, but the max:i.mmn. stress was not lower .. 
Of particular interest were the sheared specimens of steel. 
. L which exhibited extreme embrittlement, even when tested at room 
temperature.. The percent elongations, the reductions of area, and 
the energy absorptions of these specimens were practicaJJ..y zero. 
Even at rOom temperature, the elongation did not exceed. 4 percent 
and the energy absorpt.ion 5 in. kips per sq. in" for a 4- in. gage 
~ellgth.; l.ower values were not unusual.. Such behaviour by a 
structural. steel in service could result in an explosive type of 
fracture after very l.ittle plastic straining. 
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The importance of the tests of the sheared specimens is further 
illustrated by the plot in Fig .. 39 of the maximum stress as a function 
of the average temperature during testing. It is noted that the sheared 
specimens fractured. at max:imum stresses which were at or only slightly 
above the room temperature cOUJ?on yield point. For those SJ?ec:imens 
which fractured out of the test section, the symbols on the graph 
marked ltd n indicate the stress based on the area in the test section, 
Whereas the Wc" indicates the stress on the same specimen based on the 
area at the location of fracture.. Same of these latter specimens 
fractured at stresses, based on the area at the fracture location, 
which were as much as 7,000 psi below the yield point. 
The tests are of special interest as a study of the brittle 
behaviour of steel since they indicate that the sheared edge is a 
,. 
ver,r efficient method of initiating a brittle fracture at a very low 
:nomina] stress.. Heretofore, in studying the brittle behaviour of 
steel, it has been necessary to introduce stress raisers in order to 
If-
f': produce a brittle fracture at a low nomjnal stress.. The present 
tests indicate that fracture might originate at a nominal stress below 
the yield point for a p~-ticular1y notch Sensitive steel (similar to 
steel L), subjected to the particularly severe conditions of a sheared 
edge. 
The fractures of the specimens of steel L were generally 
more brittle in appearance than those of' Steel K. The transition 
between ductile and brittle appearance occurs at a somewhat higher 
.1:'. 
r,' 
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temperature than for specimens of" steel. K~ but the transition in appearance 
is not ref'J.ected in the results in terms of ductility, energy absorption, 
or maximum stress. 
15. Steel M: .ASTM A94, structural. Silicon Steel 
steel. M, the structural silicon steel, had. a greater yield 
strength and a lower ductility than either the semi-killed or the rimmed 
A7 steels and had a Charpy V-notch impact transition temperature about 
the same as the rimmed steel. The difference in the physical properties 
was reflected in the results of the edge condition tests reported in 
~able 7 and in Figs. 41, 42, and 43 . 
.Although the quantitative values were some"What different, the 
tests of the machined edges of the silicon steel followed the general. 
trend of the results of the similarly prepared specimens of the A7 
steels. The machined specimens were relatively ductile (elongations 
a.bout 30 percent a.t +80 deg. F .. ).1 thOl.llS-h less so than eitber of the A7 
steels, and the elongation decreased to the range 20-25 :percent at 
about -60 deg .. Fo A similar trend was noted in terms of the reduction 
~~, , of areao The maximum stress of the machined edges increased with 
f: decreasing temperature, but the energy absorption, following the trend 
o!: 
~ 
f' of the percent elongation, decreased with decreasing temperatureo i~. 
I" 
It 
~. 
C ~, 
f 
tV: 
I (;, as the A7 steels. 
l 1("":,' '~; .~ ~';: 
is noted that the increased strength of the A94 steel, relative to 
that of the A7 steel, compensates for the reduced elongation so that 
the machined specimens of steel M have about the same energy absorption 
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For the sheared specimens, the eJ.ongation decreased from about 
1.0 percent at +80 deg .. F .. to less than 3 percent at -70 deg. F. For 
those sheared specimens tested at +50 deg 0 F" and above, the maximum 
strength was about equaJ. to the room temperature tnaX:imum strength; 
however, the specimens tested at +30 deg" F" and beJ.ow fractured at 
strengths less than the coupon maximum. strength. All of these J.atter 
specimens fractured out of the test section. Below +30 dego FO:l 
the maximum stress was somewhat erratic and no definite trend was 
apparent. .All but one of the sheared specimens tested at beJ.ow +30 
deg. F. fractured at stresses between the room temperature coupon 
maximmn and yield strengths. The one exception, which was tested at 
about +5 deg 0 F", fractured at a stress, based on the area in the 
test section, slightly greater than the yieJ.d point, but the stress, 
based on the area. at the fracture location, was slightly below the 
coupon yield point.. Since both the inax:i.mum load and the elongation 
of the sheared specimens decreased with decreas.ing temperature, the 
i 
:: 
,f,. 
~ energy absorption followed a similar trend of decreasing energy 
tc 
t absorption with decreasing temperature" The energy absorption ~ .. ' 
~, ~": decreased from. about 22 ino kips per sq .. in. for a 4 in. gage length 
Wi:-1 a~....aO deg. F. to less than 4 ino kips per sqo in .. for a 4 in gage 
l.ength at -70 deg. F. One of the sheared specimens failed with an 
.energy absorption of less than 1 ino kip per sqo in. for a 4 in .. 
. gage length. 
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The silicon steel was the only one of the four steels for whiCh 
the automatica.l1y .fl.am.e-cut edge had a low ductility, a low strength, and. 
a low energy absorption.. The ductility and the energy absorption of 
these .fl.am.e-cut specimens was only slightly greater than that of the 
sheared spec1menso The max:immn. stress for the automatica.l1y fiame;';'cut 
s:pec:Imens, however, was greater than for the sheared specimens , although 
in ma.IIY cases less than the :maximum strength of the machined spec:imens 0 
Metallurgical examination of the automatica.l1y flame-cut s:pec:imens showed 
t~t the hardness adjacent to the flame-cut edge was very higho 
Subsequent flame softening, as expJ.ained in Cha:pter V, removed the 
damaging effects, however 0 
The manua.l1y flame-cut specimens were slightly less ductile 
than the automatica.lly flame-cut specimens, probably as a result of the 
pronOtmced irregularities of the ma.nu.a.lly prepared edge 0 Some of' the 
m$nnaJ 1y flame-cut ~cimens fractured at stresses less than the coupon 
maximum strength but greater than the coupon yield strength 0 Thus , 
compared to .the spec:imeDS with automatica.l1y flame-cut edges, the 
spec:imens with maxma11 y prepared edges ·are less ductile and might 
tra.eture at considerably ~lower stresses 0 
160 steel~: ASTM A242~ Low Alloy High Tensile Steel 
steel P, the l.ow all.oy high tensile steel had a coupon 
d,uctllity abou.t the same as that of' the silicon steel (steel M), 
r ... but had. a lower maximum strength and a higher yield strength than the 
t: 
!; 
~ ..• I. 
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silicon steelo The results of the edge conditions tests of steel P are 
given in Table 8 and in Figs 0 44, 45, and 46 0 
For this steel, the elongation of the machined specimens and 
of the autamatic~ flame-cut specimens was relatively independent 
of the tempera.ture of testing, the au.tomatic~ fJ.ame~cut specimens 
being slightly less ductile than the machined specimens 0 The max:i.mum. 
stresses for the machined and for the automatic~ name-cut specimens, 
however, were the same and increased with decreasing temperatureo In 
terms of energy absorption, the results tend to increase with decreasing 
temperature, aJ.though the increase is not pronouncedo 
Comparison o~ the energy absorption of' the machined or 
of the automatic~ 'flame-cut specimens with the similarly prepared 
specimens from the other three types of steels shows that the energy 
abserption is considerably greater than for a:ny of the other thr~e steelse 
However, this diff'erence in properties is not sigtlificant (with the 
exception of' the properties of the flame-cut silicon steel which had 
relatively poor properties):I since the ductilities and the energy 
absorptions f'or all of the machined and the flame-cut specimens (with 
the exception noted above) are acceptable for st:ru.cturaJ. :purposes. 
As for the tests of steels K and L, the manu~ fla:m.e-cut 
spec:i.mens of steel P were considerably more brittle than the 
atltamatic~ flame-cut specimens.. For steel P, the mam1s 1J y flame-cut 
specimens are as brittle as the sheared specimens. Comparison of the 
tests of the automatical.ly and the manua.lly flame-cut specimens again 
indicates the embrittling effect of the manually flame-cut edge.wich had 
elongations less than 11 percent at all temperatures of testing 0 None 
of the manually flame-cut specimens of steel P fractured at stresses 
greatly below the coupon maximum strength .. 
The tests of the sheared specimens of steel. P are of interest, 
as were the sheared spec::tmens of the other steels, indicatillg low 
ductility, low energy absorption, and low strength at the lower 
temperatures of testingo The elongation decreases f'rom less than 10 
percent at roam temperature to practically 0 percent at lower tem-
peratureso Sim.il.ar results are f'ound in terms of the reduction of 
area and the energy absorptiono As in the tests of' the sheared edges 
of the other steels, the maximum stress for many of the sheared specimens 
tested at low tempera.tures is below that of the room temperature coupon 
max~ strength and may be close to the coupon yield stresso 
Comparison of Tests of Four Steels 
The results of the tests of the four steels were quite similar 
with the exceptions noted be1.ow<> For alJ. of the steels, the spec:imens 
I:.'. 
I':, 
~.,,' with machined edges were ductile in behaviour and satisfactorily passed 
c" 
t. their respective ASTM specifications at all. tenq>eratures of testing .. 
", 
J. ~, With the exception of the A94 structural silicon steel, the automatically 
~' 
~. 
~. flame-cut specimens were also satisfactor~ ductile. For the silicon 
~:' 
f: 
t ~\: 
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steel., the transition between ductile and brittle behaviour of the 
automatically f1am.e-cut specimens appears to occur at about 480 dego Fe 
For the specimens failing in a ductile manner, the ductility 
of the specimens prepared from. the A94 silicon steel "WaS slightly less 
than that of the other three steels, the elongation at -K30 dego Fo being 
about 1.0 percent less., In terms of streDgth,· the ductile spec.:iJnens of 
the A1 sem.i-ldi1ed and the A7 rimmed steels were about equally strong, 
the A242 steel was about 20,000 psi stronger than the A7 steel.s, and 
the A94 steel. was about 10,000 psi stronger than the 1\.242 steel.. As a 
·consequence, the energy absorption of the two A7 steels and of the A94 
steel was about the same, but the energy absorption of the A242 steel 
was about 10 to 20 ill., kips per sqo inc for a 4 in., gage length greater 
than the energy absorption of the other three steeJ.s, depending on the 
temperature of test1Dg <> 
~e mam1a11y f'1.ame-cutspecimens and the sheared specimens 
of each of the steels were brittle at aJ.1 temperatures of testing, 
a.lthough the specimens prepared from the A7 semi-k.:U.led, steel were 
slightly more ductile than the specimens .from either of the other 
three steels 0 Some of' th.e brittle spec:i..mens prepared from the A 7 rimmed 
\ steel, the A94 silicon stee1, and the A242 low alloy high tensile steel 
fractured at stresses which were less than the c01I.Pon max:I:amm strengtho 
Same of these specimens failed at stresses approximately of yield point 
magnitude.. Of the sheared specimens tested, the A7 rimmed steel and 
the A242 low aJioy high tensile steel .fractured at the lowest stresses 0 
Com.pa.r1son of the resu.l ts from the tests of the A7 steels 
~:: in the sheared coDi! tionindicates that the semi-killed steel is more 
~~"., 
I 
ducti.le than the rimmed steel" In addition, the maximum stress of the 
~. " 
'" 
sheared specimens was a.s great as that o:f the machined spec:iJnen :for the 
semi-killed steel, whereas the maximum stres s of the sheared specimens 
of the rimmed steel. was as low as the coupon yield strength 0 
i: .. 
Vo st1BSEQUENT ~ OF EDGE PREPARATIONS 
.18.. Flame Softening of Flame -cut Edges of' Silicon Steel 
As noted in Section 15, steel M (ASTM A94 structural silicon 
steel.) 'WaS the only one of the four steels :for which the automaticalJ.y 
flame-cut edge behaved in a brittle manner. The de1eterious ef.fect of 
:flame-cutting structural silicon steel has been known .for some time 
and a flame-softening procedure is commercially used to improve the 
behaviour of flame-cut edges in this steel 0 The .flame softening 
procedure, described in Section 5, has been applied to f'lame-cut 
edges of this steel and the results of the tests are given in Table 7. 
As indicated by the gra.phical resul ts in Figs. 41, 42, and 
43, the flame softening procedure has eliminated the relatively brittle 
behaviour of the automaticalJ.y .flame-cut edges .for all but one specimen 
a:od has im,proved the physical properties of the specimens so that the 
flame softened, flame-cut edges areas ductile as the specimens with 
~chined edges, with the exception of the one specimen which fractured 
with an elongation of only lO percent 0 It has been noted in Section 
~'): .12 that the f.la:me softening procedure eliminated the excessively high 
hardness adjacent to the flame-cut edge. The appearance of the .flame-
cut and subsequently flame softened edge is shown in Fig. 15. 
; 19. Effect of Flame-Softening !. Sheared ~ 
In Chapter IV , it has been shown that the specimens prepared 
with sheared edges fractured. in a brittle manner with relatively low 
38. 
ductil~ty, low energy absorption, and low maximum stress. Since shearing 
of an edge or punching of a hole are both relatively economical methods 
o:f fabrication, a method of improving the behaviour of the sheared edge 
was sought. To this end, a series of specimens from each steel were 
prepared with sheared edges which had been subsequently fiameersofiened 
by the procedure described in Section 5. The appearance of the flame-
softened, sheared edge is shown in Fig .. 15 .. 
The resuJ.ts of the tests of the flame softened, sheared edges 
were extremely encouraging.. For each of the four steels, the flame-
softening procedure increased the strength, the ductility, and the 
energy absorption of the sheared specimens so that they performed 
nearly as well as the specimens having machined edges 0 With the 
exception of two specimens of steel L, the flame-softened, sheared 
spec~ens had strengths and ductilities which met their respective 
~. specifications at all temperatures of testingo The two specimens 
of steel L (ASTH A7 rimmed steel) had. elongations of 18 and 20 percent. 
The fl~-softening treatment has been econom.ir!al1y applied 
to edges of structural silicon steel fabricated by flame-cutting. It 
is conceivable that the procedure would also be economical :for use on 
sheared edges.. The author also believes that the procedure could be 
used advantageously in the treatment of punched holes if' a suitable 
torch could be developed. However ,additional research wou1.d be 
required to determine the effectiveness of flame softening a p~ched 
hole and to 'determine whether it would be an economical procedure if 
it were effective. 
20.. . Effect of !!!. Arc-Strike ~ !. Machined ~ 
In the fabrication of a welded structure, the welder often 
purposely or inadvertently a110ws the welding electrode to touch the 
material. he is welding at :places outside of the joint area. In so 
doing, the arc is started and. a smaJ.J. amount of metal is melted and 
deposited. This action, often used by the welder to locate the region 
to be welded, is known as an a.rc-strike~ The arc-strike is essentiaJ.ly 
a defect and represents a weld deposited under very unfavorable 
conditions .. 
Since the we1dability of the four steels being employed in 
the edge conditions investigation is likely to vary widely within the 
range of we1dabilities to be encountered for structural steels, it was 
felt desirable to conduct a limited investigation of the effect of an 
arc-strike on the pbysical properties of the machined, edge conditions 
specimen. As explained in Section 5, the arc-strikes were deposited 
with a 3/16 in. diameter .E6010 electrode and consisted of two parts. 
The first part was made by holding the electrode at one location 
momentarily, whereas the second part was made by dragging the electrode 
over the machined edge .. 
The results of the arc-strike tests have been plotted with 
the results :from the tests discussed in Chapter IV.. From these 
results, it is apparent that the arc-strike can produce a serious 
reduction in the ductility, the energy absorption, and the maximum 
stress of the steel, especially at low temperatureso 
40. 
For the A7 semi-killed steel (Figs. 33, 34, and 35), the 
deleterious action of the arc strike was the least pronounced, the 
ductility and energy absorption of the specimens being slightly greater 
than for the sheared specimens. For the A7 rilmned steel (Figs. 38, 39, 
and 40), the A94 structural silicon steel (Figs. 41, 42, and 43), and 
the A242 low alloy high tensile steel (Figs 0 44, 45, and 46) the arc-
strike specimens were about as brittle as the sheared specimens a.t 
temperatures below +30 dego F. At about +85 deg. F", the specimens 
of steels L and P were more ductile than the sheared specimens but 
l.ess ductile than the machined specimens" Most of the arc-strike 
spec±mens fractured with low values of ductility and energy absorption, 
and fractured at stresses considerably less than the coupon maximum 
strength. 
Thus, for same steels, the effect of the arc strike will be 
as grea.t as that of the sheared edge 0 As a consequence, in the 
fabrication or the repair of structures by welding, every effort should 
be made to avoid the occurrence of arc-strikes, which are not 
subsequently removed or treated to reduce their detrimental effecto 
2J.. Effect of ~ Arc-strike ~ !:,Sheared Edge 
As has been noted in Chapter IV'!J the sheared edge serves as 
':aJl extremely effecient method. of initiating a brittle f'ractureo In 
service, brittle fractures have occurred at operating nominal stresses 
well below the yield point of the steel 0 In the laboratory, however, 
. it has not been possible to initiate fractures at such low stresses in 
41. 
mmotched spec:i.mens, although some fractures have occurred at stresses 
bel.ow the maximum. stress.. In this series of tests, an arc -strike 'Was 
deposited on the sheared edge in an attempt to initiate fracture at 
stresses below the yield pOint . 
.As shown by the solid squares in the graphical. results, none 
of the sheared specimens 'With an arc-strike fractured at a stress a 
greater amount bel.ov -the yieJ.d stress of the materiaJ. than the fractures 
of the sheared spec::i.mens.. The arc-strike had little d.ama.gi:og effect 
on the sheared specimens of those steels for which the sheared 
specilnens fractured with very low ductility. However, for steel. K, 
the A7 semi-killed steel which was somewhat more ductile in the sheared 
condition than the other steels, the arc strike reduced the ductility 
of the sheared specimens to that of the sheared specimens of the other 
three steels. Thus, the effect of the arc-strike on the sheared. edge 
is to further reduce the ductility of the sheared edge so that the 
elongation is on the order of 1 percent, provided that the ductility 
is not already this lOWD 
VIo SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
220 Sl1mmary 
The purpose of the present program is to investigate the 
ef':fect of edge conditions on the ductile behaviour and on the tendency 
toward. brittle behaviour of' structural steels. The tests provide 
quantitative information of the eff'ect of edge conditions on the 
strength, ductility, and energy absorption of structural steels .. 
Four steels designated by AS~ specifications A7 (semi-
killed steel), A7 (rimmed steel), A94 (structural silicon steel.), and 
A242 (l.ow aJ.l.oy high tensile steel), have been employed in the 
investigation.· Specimens of eaCh of these steels have been :fabricated 
with the test edges prepared either by shearing, machining, manual 
flame-cutting, or automatic flame-cuttiDgo In addition to these edge 
conditiOns, a study has also been made o:f the effect of a weld arc-
strike on a machined or on a sheared edge and of the effect of manually 
flame softening a sheared edge or a fl.ame-cut edge (A94 silicon steel 
only) 0 
Ifhe test specimen, fabricat~d from two halves, had a 4 in .. 
vide test section 1}. ino in length and was designed. to provide iIl:f'ormation 
concerning the static tensile properties of the steels sUbjected to the 
var~otlS edge conditio~.. The specimens were tested at tem.Peratures in 
the TaDge from -70 dego F .. to +80 deg o Fo to determine the effect of 
the edge conditions on the ductile behaviour and on the tendency toward 
brittle behaviour of the four steels. 
From the engineer r S viewpoint, some important conclusions 
regarding the acceptability of the various methods of edge preparation 
can be drawn :from. the tests of the four steel.s considered in the present 
investigat.ion. ~e tests indicate that the machined edges of the rough 
quaJ..ity which would be produced in a commercial structural fabrication 
shop will. not'cause a reduction of the strength or the ductility of a 
structural steel.. 
The guided automatic f1ame-cutting procedure also is likely 
to be a successful edge preparation provided the material being cut 
does not have too high a hardenability. GeneraJ.ly, automaticaJ.ly :fJ..ame-
cut edges of steels which correspond to the AST.M specifications A7 and 
A242 are likely to be acceptable without .further treatment, whereas 
antomaticaJ.ly name-cut edges of steels corresponding to the AST.M 
specification A94 wiJ.1 not be acceptable without further treatment. 
'of these ASTM specifications. It is important that the quality of 
_ the f'1ame-cut edge be high, that is, the edge should' be as smooth as 
possible and. fJ.ame-cut notches must be avoided.. In the case of the 
AS'fM.A94 structural silicon steel., the detrimental effect of" the 
f'1ame-cut edges can be reduced 1;)0 that the pbysicaJ. properti~s of 
, the resultant edge wi1l be acceptabl.e if the edge is subjected to a 
supplementary :flame sof'tening treatm.e~t 0 
44 .. 
In contrast to the automatic fl.ame ... cuttiDg procedure, edges 
. prepared by manual flame-cutting are likely to be unacceptable, especiaJ.ly 
at low temperatures 0 It is probable that irregt.JJ..aXities on the surface 
of the ma.nua.lly flame-cut edge are responsible for -the relatively brittle 
behaviour of the manuaJ.1y flame-cut edges. Application of' the name 
softening pr,ocedure to the manua.1.ly flame-cut edges would p~obably 
. , 
re~t in a substantial improvement in the physical' prOperties of the 
sp~cimens; however, no tests' W3,ve been made to confirin :this action 0 
. The. most dangerous ~ edge cond:ttio:p. encOUl.?-tered in these tests 
was the sheared edge ,_ ,in which ,condl tioD: specimens from aJJ., four of 
the ,steels fractured with low ductility and low energy absorption,: and 
some specimens fr~ctured with a'low maximum stre~s. Of the four steels, 
tile sheared specimens from the A7 semi-killed steel. were the ,most' 
d-q.ctile, but even for this s~eel the elongation was only about 5 percent 
at temperatures of about -60 deg 0 F" For the other three steels, the 
elongations of' the sheared specimens approached 0 percent at tempera-
tures only slightly below -+80 deg. F. 
As noted above, the sheared specimens of all four of the 
steels fractured with low ductilityo An: even more, severe condition 
exists for some of the sheared specimens -which fractured with low 
ductilities and at low maximUm stresses (in the range of' the yield 
'point of the steel) 0 In this latter case, the material can resist 
neither high strains nor high stresses.. As a ~esul.t, the f'actor of 
safety not o~y becomes dangerously low, but also becomes a factor 
of safe~y ~a.inst a sudden, complete failure 0 
Fo~tely 7 it appears that subsequent treatment of the sheared 
edge will eliminate the brittle behaviour of the steel with this ~dge 
. preparat1ono Specimens with sheared edges which had been subsequently 
name softened failed in a ductile lJl8JlIler for all of the steels and 
met their respective ASTM specifications 0 There is the possibility 
that a flame-softening treatment of a punched hole would improve 
similarly the b~viour of' the punched hole to the extent that it would 
be satisfactory for structuraJ. purposes 0 
A limited investigation of the effect of an arc-strike on 
a machined edge showed that the arc strike could be a :potential. source 
of initiation of a brittle fractureo For all of the steels considered 
in these tests., the ductility ,the energy absorption, and the strength 
of the specimens with arc~strikes were about as brittle as the specimens 
with sheared edges at temperatures below +30 deg 0 F" As a result, 
many of the specimens with arc-strikes would not pass their respective 
ASTM specifications. Therefore, every effort should be made to avoid 
the occurrence of an arc-strike in a welded structure or to provide 
same subsequent beneficial. treatment if they do occuro 
The test d~ta are of addition~l i17lJ?ortance becan~e they 
indicate the possibility of initiating a brittle fracture .at .. low . 
nomina] stresses" .. The tests of the sheared specimens, especia.11y 
those prepared :from the A7 rimmed steel, f'ractured in ma.:ay instances 
at nomina] stresses in the range of the yield strength.. In past 
investigations of the brittle behaviour of steel, it has generally 
!, 
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been necessary to use a geometrical stress raiser to initiate a britt~e 
fracture at a low nomina' stress 0 The present tests indicate that a 
britt~e fracture can initiate at a ~ow nominaJ. stress in an UDIlotched 
specimen subjected to the severe condition of the sheared edge. 
230 Conclusions 
The resuJ. ts described in this thes is justify the following 
conclusions: 
(1) Machined edges of structural. quaJ.ity do not impair 
the physical pro:perties of structural steels 0 
(2) For structural steels, except those having relatively 
high hardenabl.li ties, the automatica.l1y fl~e -cut edge can be used 
rlthoot damaging the physical. properties of the steel 0 In preparing 
the automatica.l1y flame,.,. cut , edge, care must be taken to avoid the 
occurrence of surface irregularities which might embrittle the steel 0 
(3) The use of the automatica.l1y flame-cut edge is likely 
to cause brittle fracture at temperatures only slightly below +80 deg. F 0 
for a structural silicon steel corresponding to .ASm designation A94. 
Favorable ductility and strength can ,be restored to the flame-cut silicon 
steel by subsequently flame softening the f~ame-cut edge 0 
(4) The ma.nua.l 'flame-cutting procedure is likely to :impair 
seriously the' physicaJ. properties of structural steels () The sUrface 
of the manual flame-cut edge is rough compared to the automatically 
f1ame-cut edge, and it is possible that this roughness accounts for 
I the low ductility of the man~ flame-cut edgeo 
i 
k 
t, 
I;. 
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(5) Of the edge conditions studied, the sheared edge was 
the most harmful, causing severe loss in ductility of all of the steels 
, tested.. Steels prepared with sheared edges are likely to fail with very 
low ductility and energy absorption, and for some steels, the maximum. 
stress might be as low as the yield strengtho 
(6) The deleterious effect of the sheared edge can be 
el.iminated by a ~ubsequent ~ softening treatment 0 This treatment 
will increase the' strength" the ducti1.ity, and the energy· absorption 
practically to that of the same steel with-macbinededges. It is 
proba.ble that the flame softening treatment can be successf'ully a.pplied 
·to a punched hole provided that a suitable heating torch could be 
developed for the pUrpose 0 
(7) The aJ."c-strike on the ma.chined edge has practically 
the same damaging effect as ,the sheared edge at t~eratures below 
+30 deg.F • Arc-strikes. should be avoided because o;f the~ tendency 
"'to mit~ate brittle fractures .. 
(8) An arc-strike on a sheared edge will reduce the 
ductility and the energyabs'orption, to practically zero, provided 
that these :properties of' the sheared spec imens are not aiready 
practic~ zero. 
(9) For those edge condition~ which caused brittle fractures, 
the specimens prepared from the ASTM A7 semi-killed steel used in this 
~eBtigation were somewhat more ductile than the s:i:miJ.arly prepared 
specimens from. the other tbree steels 0 
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.AP.PENDlX A: SUGGESTIONS FOR FUTURE RESEARCH 
(1.) A Further Investigation of the Application of the Flame 
Softening Treatment to Sheared Edges and to Punched Holes: 
The test resUlts reported in Chapter V indicate-that the 
f~ame softening treatment will successfUlly restore the ductility 
and the strength of a steeJ. specimen with sheared. edges. However, 
additional research is required to deter.mine more precisely the heat 
treatment required to produce the desirab1.e resuJ.ts obtained in these 
tests and to deter.mine more precisely the effect of the heat treatment 
on the stee1.. It is possib1.e that a simpler treatment might prove 
sa.tisfactory at some saving in cost 0 
For the punched hole, an axial.- tensile specimen would have to he 
developed, preferably baving a central hole 0 The first step in the 
app1.icationof the :f'J.ame _softening technique to the punched hole 
wotU.d have to be the selection or the development of a su1tab1.e heating 
torch. After selection of the torch, and the development of a softening 
_ technique, comparisons could be made between specimens prepared by 
shearing, by shearing and subsequent flame softening, and by machining. 
(2) An Investigation of Methods of Alleviating the Embrittling 
Effect of the Arc-strike. 
The arc-strike has been shown to cause severe embri ttlement 
of the specfl:nens with machined edges 0 Since the arc-strike is commonly 
:found on a we1ded structure, it would be desirable to determine what 
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subsequent treatment is required to el1mina.te the undesirable e:ff'ect of' 
the arc-strike. Grinding, or flame softening should probably both prove 
successful, but tests would have to be performed to verif,y this supposition. 
(3) .An Investigation of' the Initiation of' Brittle Fractures at Low 
Nominal stresseso 
The sheared edge appears to be a very ef'ficient method. of' 
initiating a brittle fracture at low nominal. stresses in an mmoi;;ched 
specimen. It is conceivabl.e that further detr:imental treatment of' a 
sheared edge might produce brittle fractures at stresses lower than the 
" ", 
nominal yield strength' of' the steeJ.o The edge condition specimen employed 
in the present investigation would not be a satisf'actory specimen for 
use in such a study since at about the yield point the stress on the 
test edge is on the order of' 30 percent less than the nominal stress" 
~e author believes that a specimen geometrically similar to the 
sta.nda.rd tensile coupon specimen (though possibly of' larger dimensions) 
wOt1l.d prove satisfactoryf'or such an investigatio;tlo The outer edges of' 
this· specimen could be easily prepared by shearing. An experimental 
investigation might then be made of various methods of further impairing 
the properties at the edge of' the steelo 
Bef'ore starting the experimental. investigation of' particular 
methods of' producing brittle fractures at low nominal stresses, some 
additional, more detailed, investigation should be made of' the cause 
of the embrittling effect of the sheared edge. This investigation might 
logically point the we:y to conditions which will :further embrittle the 
steel at the sheared edgeo A rel.atively brittle steel should, of' course, 
be employed in the investigatiOD0 
5~ .. 
TABLE 1 
CHEMICAL ANALYSIS OF EDGE CONDITIONS STmaS 
* Check a.naJ.ysis. 
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TABLE 2 
PHYSICAL PROPERTIES OF EDGE CONDITIONS ST.EEIB 
Upper Percent Percent 
Steel. Specimen Yield Tensile Elongation Reduction 
Number Point Strength in 8 in .. ~ Area 
Ksi Ksi 
steel K, ASTM A7 
Semi-killed steel KE2A 3306 60.,2 29.,1 55.6 
KE6A 33.6 59·3 31.3 54.8 
KElOA 34.8 60.,2 32.6 53·9 
Average 34 .. 0 59·9 31.0 54.8 
steel. L, AS'Jl.f A7 
Rimmed steel LE2A 4007 64.4 29·0 48.7 
LE6A 38.4 65.0 28.3 49 .. 3 
LElOA 39.6 65.J. 28 .. 5 47.0 
Average 3906 64 .. 8 28 .. 6 48.3 
steel M, ASTM A94 
Structural. ME2A 48.2 89 .. J. 19·1 41.5 
Silicon Steel. ME6A 48.6 88 .. 6 19·3 46.8 
MEJ.OA 47.8 88.3 19·9 42.4 
Average 48.2 88.7 19·4 43.6 
steel P, ASTM A242 
Low Alloy High PE2A 55 .. 6 76.2 25·0 54.0 
Tensile Steel PE6A 55·9 75 .. 0 26.0 54.9 
PElOA 55 .. 8 76.7 25·3 54•0 . 
Average 5508 76 .. 0 25·4 54.3 
Steel K, ASTM A7 
Ba.se 
Charpy Plate 
Specimen Specimen 
Number Number 
CIa. KE2 
CK2 KE2 
CK3 KE2 
CK4 KE2 
CK5 KE2 
CK6 KE2 
CIq KE6 
cKB KE6 
CK9 KE6 
C1O.0 KE6 
C1O.1 KE6 
cn2 KE6 
CIa.3 RElO 
cn4 KElO 
CIO.5 KElO 
cn6 KElO 
cn7 KElO 
cnB KElO 
TABLE 3 
RESULTS OF CHARPY V-NOTCH IMPACT TESTS 
Semi-killed Steel Steel LL-ASTM A7 Rtmmed Steel 
Ba.se 
Energy Charpy Plate Energy 
Tell1B,erature Absorption Specimen Specimen T~rature Absorption 
F 'ft. lbs. Number Number :ft co 1bs 0 
+78 16 eLl LE2 +78 15 
+78 20 CL2 LE2 +78 1l 
+40 6 CL3 LE2 +40 6 
Not Tested CL4 LE2 Not Tested 
0 4 CL5 LE2 0 4 
+160 60 CL6 LE2 +160 44 
+120 53 CL7 LE6 +120 27 
+160 61 cLB LE6 +160 40 
0 :; CL9 LE6 0 4 
+40 6 CLlO LE6 +40 8 
+195 52 CIJ..l LE6 +195 33 
480 17 CIJ.2 LE6 -1-80 15 
+120 32 CIJ.3 LElO +120 25 
+120 43 CLl4 LElO +120 21 
+160 68 CLl5 LElO +160 40 
0 :; CLl6 LElO -: 0 4 
+40 7 CLl7 LElO +40 7 
+195 77 CLla LElO +195 54 
V1 
~. 
Charpy 
Specimen 
Number 
CMi 
CM2 
CM) 
CMh 
CM5 
CM6 
CM7 
cM3 
CM9 
CMlO 
CMl.1 
CM12 
CMI.3 
cm.4 
CM15 
cm6 
CMl7 
CMl8 
TABLE 3 (Cont l d) 
RESULTS OF CHARPI V -NOTCH :IMPACT TESTS 
steel M, ASTM A94 Steel P, ASTM A242 
Structural Silicon Steel Low Alloy High Tensile Steel 
Base Base 
Plate Energy Charpy Plate Energy 
Specimen Te~erature Absorption Specimen Spec:1men Te~erature Absorption 
Number F ft .. Ibso .. Number Number F ft. 1bs~ 
ME2 +78 II OP1 PE2 +78 27 
ME2 +78 16 CP2 PE2 +78 38 
ME2 +40 4 CF3 PE2 +40 13 
ME2 Not Tested Cp4 PE2 Not Tested 
ME2 0 4 CP5 PE2 0 5 
ME2 +160 37 cp6 PE2 +160 56 
ME6 +120 30 cn PE6 +120 45 
ME6 +160 40 Cp8 PE6 +160 57 
ME6 0 3 CP9 PE6 -: 0 11 
ME6 +40 8 CP10 PE6 +40 8 
ME6 +195 46 CP11 PE6 +195 58 
ME6 +80 26 CP12 PE6 -taO 22 
ME12 +120 28 OP1; PElO +120 34 
ME12 +120 29 CP14 PElO +120 32 
MEl2 +160 40 CP15 PElO +160 54 
ME12 ·'·0 3 CP16 PEl 0 0 6 
ME12 +40 7 CP17 PFJ..O +40 10 
ME12 +195 1!8 CP18 PElO +195 64 
\.n 
.p-
. 
55· 
TABLE 4 
HARDNESS SURVEYS OF EDGES OF STRUCTURAL SnrCON STEELS 
Diamond Pyramid Indenter with 1000 g. load 
Edge Condition 
Flame-Cut Sheared 
Distance and and 
from edge Machined Flame Flame Sheared Flame 
0.001 mm Cut Softened So:ftened 
15 220 345 275 304 265 
40 280 307 
50 254 249 
70 254 288 
100 202 237 249 278 259 
125 232 259 
150 207 234 274 240 
200 207 194 230 249 223 
300 213 221 
400 202 2l.2 229 21.2 
500 205 207 216 221 
TABLE 5 
RESULTS OF EDGE CONDITIONS TESTS OF STEIDL K, ASTM A7 SEMI-KILLED STEIDL 
Temperature Percent Percent 
Specimen Age. 
Number F. 
R~ge Brittle Reduction Percent 
F 0 A.J2;eearance of Area Elo!!Sation 
SPOOD1ENS ~ MACHmED EDGES 
KAlA Q055 
-58/-53 75 
KA2 -17 -28/-6 78 
100 +78 +74/-t82 0 
KA4 +6 .. 2/+14 30 
KA5A 0 .. 4/+4 30 
KA6A 
-47 -58/-37 80 
KAiB +33 +30/+35 0 
KAaA +81 +75/-+86 0 
KAllB 
-58 -66/-50 100 
*ino kips/sq. in./4 in gage length 
A 
only A-half fractured 
B~nly B-half fractured 
3808 32·9 
4408 38.7 
53eO 43.6 
50.6 4000 
'4505 3608 
4103 3005 
51.0 41e2 
4303 40 .. 4 
36.8 22·9 
Maximum Fracture 
stress Stress Energy 
Ksi Ksi Abso~tion* 
6704 5708 64 
66 .. 1 56.4 88 
6004 5103 93 
64.6 57.3 . 92 
6309 5500 84 
67.7 61.3 77 
62.5 5303 90 
59·9 5200 85 
69.5 6503 55 
\J1 
0\ 
. 
TABLE 5 (Cont
'
d) 
RESULTS OF EDGE CONDITIONS TESTS OF STEEL K, ASTM A7 SEMI-KILLED STEEL 
Temperature Percent Percent Maximum Fracture 
. Specimen A-ge" R~ge Brittle Reduction Percent Stress Stress Energy 
Number F. F 0 ~~ea.rance of Area Elongation Ksi Ksi Absorption* 
SPEClMENS WITH AUTOMATICALLY FLAME-CUT EDGES 
Kel' +33 +30/+36 58 35.,6 36.3 64.0 55·3 84 
KC2 -38 -42/"'34 97· 40.,0 34,,9 68.8 62.4 84 
KC3A +10 0/+20 0 3807 36,,1 6600 57·7 83 
KC4B +73 +72/+14 0 4508 39·0 61.6 53.6 85 
KC5 -62 -70/-54 100 32.5 32,,4 6905 65,,9 19 
KC6b 
-23 -41/ 0 100 35·0 35·0 67.4 63.9 83 
KC7 
-5 -6 /-4 63 44.4 3209 64,,6 56.4 76 
KCaA 
-51 -58/-45 97 4105 21·5 68.8 65.5 66 
KC9A +81 +16/...86 0 46.8 40.3 6200 53.6 90 
KClcf +30 +25/+36 20 48.5 40.1 65.2 56.6 93 
KCllA ... 60 -62/-58 100 44.4 28.9 11.4 64·9 11 
KC12A +6 0/+12 51·5 41.4 61.0 58.3 99 
* in. kips/sq. in./4 in gage length 
Aonly A-half fractured 
B only B~half fractured 
b \J1 B-half fractured out of test section 
-..:J 
. 
TABLE 5 (Cont'd) 
RESULTS OF EOOE CONDITIONS TESTS OF STEEL K, ASTM A7 SEMI-KlLLED STEEL 
Temperature Percent Percent Maximum Fracture 
Specimen Axe. Rgnge Brittle Reduction Percent stress Stress Energy 
Number '"'F.. F.. Appearance of Area Elongation Kai Kai Abso~tion* 
Sp:mJMENS !:GTI! MANUALLY FLAME ... CUT EOOE9 
KG ... l-l 
-54 -47/-61 99 10.0 11·9 67.9 67.9 25 
KG1B +28 +23/+33 98 10·7 14.5 6301 63.1 31 
KG3Bb -21 -19/ .. 24 100 404 55.1c 55.1c 8 
55.1d 55.1d 
KG4A +77 +75/+79 0 21.0 16.5 59·7 30.6 32 
* in. kips/sq. in./4 in. gage length 
Aonly A-half fractured 
B 
only B-half fractured 
a ~-half fractured out of test section 
b B-half fractured out of test section 
c 
stress based on area at fracture location out of test section 
d ' 
stress based on original area of test section 
V1 
0:> 
. 
TABLE 5 (Cont'd) 
RESULTS OF EDGE CONDITIONS TESTS OF STEEL K, ASTM A7 SEMI-Kn..LED STEEL 
Te!J2erature Percent Percent 
Spec imen A-ge. R~ge Brittle Reduction Percent 
Number F. F. Appearance of Area E1on~ation 
SPlOOIMENS WITH SHEARED EDGES 
KD1A +3 - 1/+7 100 
KD2B 
-27 -40/-14 100 
KD3A -43 -53/-34 100 
KD4A -41 -49/-32 100 
KD6B -36 -36/-36 100 
KD0f3 -67 -71/-64 100 
KD8B -64 -66/-62 100 
KD9 +28 +26/+29 97 
KD10 +50 +46/+53 0 
KDUB +32 +29/+34 0 
KD12 +78 +75/-+80 0 
*in. kips/sq. in./4 in. gage length 
Aonly A-half fractured 
BoDly B-half fractured 
-- -
8.0 7.8 
6.2 7·0 
6.3 7·5 
9·1 8.5 
2.2 4.7 
1.2 4·9 
5.8 6.1 
11 .. 4 10.6 
20 .. 2 15·0 
16 .. 7 15·2 
19 .. 1 14.3 
Maximum Fracture 
Stress Stress Energy 
Kai Kai Absorption* 
69.0 69.0 19 
70.0 70.0 17 
71.8 71.8 19 
69·9 69.9 21 
67.7 67.7 10 
69·9 69.9 12 
70.1 70.1 14 
68.6 67.7 26 
67·7 35 .. 7 36 
68.4 68.4 38 
66.1 25·3 33 
\.J1 
\0 
. 
TABLE 5 (Cont'd) 
RESULTS OF EDGE CONDITIONS TESTS OF STEEL Kj ASTM A7 SEMI-KnLED STEEL 
Specimen 
Number 
KD13B 
KOla! 
KD14B 
KD1t-
KA9 
KA.12 
KB8 
KB5BB 
KAlOB 
Temperature Percent Percent MaXimum Fracture 
A-ge. R~ge Brittle Reduction Percent Stress stress Energy 
F. F. Appearance of Area. Elonga.tion Ksi _~_U __ Ks!M A]:>sorption* 
SPEClMENS WITH SHEARED" AND MANUALLY FLAME SOFTENEIl.·~ 
+30 +22/+3i3" 60 28.1 32.5 68.4 62.7 82 
-12 -22/- 3 60 43.9 31.2 72.3 65.8 82 
-52 -58/-46 98 41.5 22.6 71.9 67.8 58 
+84 +80/+89 0 45.5 37.1 64.3 56.4 86 
SPEClMENS lim AN ARC STRmE ON ~ MACHmED ~ 
+27 +23/+30 93 ·18.4 22.2 62.6 61.8 47 
-25 -28/-22 100 9·7 11.6 64.3 64.3 24 
-50 -56/-44 100 5·2 5.4 57·0 57·0 10 
+88 +86/+90 1 26.5 24.8 59.6 29.6 51 
* in. kips/sq. in./4 in. gage length 
A 
only A-half fractured 
B ; 
on+Y B-half fractured 
0\ 
o 
. 
---~~ 
TABLE 5 (Concluded) 
RESULTS OF EDGE CONDITIONS TESTS OF STEEL K, ASTM A7 SEMI-KJLLED STEEL 
Temperature Percent Perc"ent Maxinrum Fracture 
Specimen A~eo R~ge Brittle Reduction Percent stress Stress Energy 
Number F.. F. Appearance of Area Elongation Ksi Ksi Absorption* 
SPEC:rn&NS WITH AN ARC STRIKE ON ~ SHEARED EOOE 
KD15 -25 .. 26/-24 100 1·5 102 51.6 51.6 2 
KD20S +24 +23/+25 100 107 1.6 53,,7 53·7 3 
KD19A -1-86 .1-86/-1-87 100 407 4.8 62.3 62.3 13 
* in. kips / sq. in. /4 in. gage length 
A " 
only A-half fraetured 
B . 
only B-half' fra.~tured 
~ . 
. 
TABLE 6 
RESULTS OF EDGE CONDITIONS. TESTS OF STEEL L, AS~:'M A7 RIMMED STEEL 
Temperature Percent Percent 
. ' 
Max:l:mum Fracture 
Specimen Age. R~e Brittle Reduction Percent Stress ' Stress Energy 
Number F. F" Appearance of Area Elonsation Ksi Ksi Abso!.:2tion* 
SpreIMENS WITH MACHmEo E00E3 
LA]. 
-54 -62/ ... 46 86 ,42.5, 33.4 7'2·7 65.0 86 
LA2 481 +74/t88 0 49.4 38.8 64.8 55·8 90 
LA3B -20 -30/~10 90 44.3 29·5 72·5 66.0 15 
LA4 -1 .. 6/+4 93 46.2 36.4 69.6 59·9 90 
LA5B +81 +75/t86 0 43.2 31·9 65·3 58.2 ,88 
LA7, +28 +24/+32 75 46.1 31.2 69·1 59·8 76 
LA8 
-55 -64/-46 100 ~8.5 30.0 74.0 66.5 18 
LA9 +28 +22/+35 40 43·9 43.9 61·8 60.1 93 
* in. kips/sq. in./4 in. gage length 
B 
only B-half fractured 
l?)' 
• 
TABLE 6 (Cont'd) 
RESULTS OF EDGE CONDITIONS TESTS OF STEEL L, ASTM A7; RJ1.1MED STEEL 
Temperature Percent Percent Max~ Fracture 
Specimen Age.' R~e Britt1~ Reduction Percent st,ress stress' Energy' 
Number ,F. "'F. Appearance of Area Elo;ngation !{sf Ksi Absorption* 
SP~IMENS WITH AurOMATICALLY FLAME-CUT EDGES 
------- ~-
LCl -50 ""58/-43 100 32., 31.3 72·9 67-9 80 
W2A +79 +74/+83 0 39.8 33.5 95.0 57·5 77 
LC3Bbe -29 -33/-24 100 15·4 82.1c 82.1c 38 
72.9d 72,,9d 
LC4A +10 + 2/+18 97 28.4 28.4 69·9 67.7 70 
I£~ +35 +28/+41 90 31.4 31·7 67.6 63.3 77 
LC6 -24 -30/-18 ,99 40.0 31·7 71.8 64.9 80 
LC7 +81 +76/+86 60 28.3 23.8 67.3 62.4 57 
weB ... 48 -52/-44 100 20.0 19·8 74.6 74.5 50 
* in. kips/sq. in./4 in. gage length b B-half fractured out of test section 
A 
only A-half fractured c stress based on area at fracture location 
Bonly B-haLf fractured out of test section 
a dstress based on original area in test section A-half fractured out of test section 
efractured out of test section at burned notch 
about 1/1611 deep 
0\ 
\j./ 
. 
TABLE 6 (Oont'd) 
RESULTS OF EDGE CONDITIONS TESTS OF STEEL L, ASTM A7 RIMMED STEEL 
TeSEerature Percent Percent Maxinrum Fracture 
Specimen A~. Range Brittle Reduction Percent Stress 
Number . • ~ • Al?J?earance of Area Elonsation Ksi 
SPECDfENS WITH MANUALLY FLAME-CUT EOOES 
-- -
LB9B +84 +82/+87 0 
LB10ab +30 +25/+34 98 
LBllAa -64 ;'70/-58 100 
LBl2 -22 -26/-18 100 
*in. kips/sq. in./4 in. gage length 
A 
only A-half fractured 
B 
only B-halt fractured 
a A-half fractured out of test section 
15·5 18·9 
6.8 
7.6 
6·5 4.4 
65.6 
50·9c 
63.7d 
67.0c 
67.9d 
56.9 
bB-half fractured out of test section 
c stress based on area at fracture location out of test section 
dstress based on originaJ. area in test section 
stress 
Kai 
50.0c 
63.7d 
67.0c 
67.9d 
56.9 
Energy 
Abso!.:etion* 
44 
15 
17 
9 
0\ 
. -F" 
o 
TABLE 6 (ContRd) 
RESULTS OF EDGE CONDITIONS TESTS OF STEEL L, ASTM A7 RIMMED STEEL 
Te~erature Percent Percent MaxiDrum -Fracture 
Specimen Ave. R~e Brittle Reduction Percent Stress Stress Energy 
. 0 Number F. F. Appeal'ance of Area Elo!!Sation Ksi Ksi Absorption* 
SPECIMENS WITH SHEARED EDGES 
LD1A +26 +26/+26, 100 0·9 0·7 41.1 41.1 1 
LD2Bb e69 
-69/-69 100 0·3 31.7c 31.7c 0·5 
4O.0d 4o.od 
LD3Bb 
-36 -36/-36 100 0·5 33.5c 33.5c 0.7 
42.3d 42.,d 
LD4 
-70 -72/ ... 68 100 0.8 0 .. 9 44.4 44.4 1 
W~b +75 +75/+75 90 0·9 38.3c 38.3c 1 
42.3d 42.3d 
LD6:ab' +26 +26/+26 100 0.5 32.5c 32.5c 0·9 
4O.1d 4O.1d 
LDTS +44 +44/+44 100 0·7 1.2 43.4 43.4 2 
~ +76' +75/+76 100 2·7 3·2 52.1 52.1 6 
LD12Bb 
-29 ... 30/-28 100 0.4 33.0c 33'-Oc 1 
41.8d 4l.8d 
*in. kips/sq. in./4 in. gage length bB-half fractured out of test section 
A Cstress based on area at fracture location out only A-half fractured 0\ 
Bonly B-half fractured of test section 
\.n 
• 
dstress based on original area in test section 
TABLE 6 (Conted) 
RESULTS OF EDGE COND~IONS TESTS OF STEEL L, ASTM A7 RIMMED STEEL 
T~erature Percent Percent Max~ Fracture 
Specimen A~e. R~e Brittle Reduction Percent Stress Stress Energy 
Number F. F.. Appearance of Area Elongation Ksi Ksi Absorption* 
* 
LD13A +82 
LDl~ -16 
LDlaB +29 
LD22B 
-55 
LAlO +26 
LAl1 -28 
LA12 .. 62 
LB3A +88 
LD10Sb 
-29 
LDliB 
-58 
SPEC:IMENS WITH SHEARED AND MANUALLY FLAME SOFTENED EDGES 
+78/+86 80 23.6 31.5 6'.2 58.8 72 
-26/ -6 95 39.5 28.6 68.8 64.1 69 
+24/+34 
-62/-48 
95 
98 
18 .. 6 
26.5 
22.4 
18 .. 3 
66.4 
74.1 
SPEClMENS WITH AN ARC STRIKE ON A MACHmED EDGE 
------- -- --
+26/+26 100 4.7 4.6 55.6 
-28/-29 100 4.0 3.8 55.2 
-60/-64 100 2.5 2.248.8 
+86/+90 2 20.5 16.5 63.0 
SPIDIMENS WITH AN ARC STRIKE ON ! SHEARED EDGE 
-30/-28 100 0.3 33.2c 
41.(/1 
-58/-58 100 0.1 0·5 41.4 
66.1 
72·9 
55.6 
55·2 
48.8 
33.1 
33.2c 
41.6d 
41.4 
52 
47 
9 
7 
4 
35 
0 .. 5 
0·7 
in. kips/sq. in./4 in. gage length b B-half fractured out of test section 
Aonly A-half fractured c stress based on area at fracture location 
Bonly B-half fractured 
aA-half fractured out ·of test section 
out of test section 
d .~ 
stress based on original area in test section ~ 
TABLE 7 
RESULTS OF EDGE CONDITIONS TESTS OF STEEL M, ASTM A94 STRUCTURAL SlLICON STEEL 
Temperature Percent Percent Maximum Fracture 
Specimen A-ge. R~ge Brittle ,Reduction Percent stress Stress Energy 
Number F. F. AI>J2earance of Area Elongation Kai Kei Abso~tion* 
SPIDIMENS WITH MACHINED EDGES 
MA5b ... 62 -66/-58 100 
MA6 +6 
- 2/+14 97 
MA7 +79 +74/+84 15 
MA.9 +31 +26/+36 95 
MA9-1 +3 - 2/+9 100 
MAlO 
-53 -64/-42 100 
MAllAe -23 -33/-12 95 
MA12A ,+79 +74/+84 65 
* in. kipS/Sq. in./4 in. gage length 
Aonly A-half fractured 
BoDly B-half fractured 
a A-half fractured out of test section 
b B-half fractured out of test section 
27 .. 7 
30.0 
42.5 
41.8 
30.0 
33.2 
37·7 
39·1 
21.6 83.1c 80.4c 73 
97 .. 7d 94.rJi 
27·5 92.4 87.4 89 
31.6 87.8 79.4 98 
26.2 91.3 81.5 83 
22.6 93.1 88.2 72 
24.4 9606 89.1 81 
26.oe 95.3 89.5 86 
26.5 88.5 81.1 82 
c 
stress based on area at fracture location out 
of test section 
d 
stress based on original area in test section 
efracture through punch marks-elongation and ' 
energy absorption based on gage length of 
unfractured half. 
~ 
. 
TABLE 7 (Cont'd) 
RESULTS OF EDGE CONDITIONS TESTS OF STEEL M, ASTM A94 STRUCTURAL SlLICON STEEL 
Temperature Percent Percent Maximum Fracture 
Spec imen Age. Range Brittle Reduction Percent stress stress Energy 
Number F. ~. A~earance of Area Elongation Ksi Kei Absorption* 
SPECIMENS WITH AUTOMATICALLY FLl\ME ... Ql1! EDGES 
MC9A +32 +30/+33 100 4·9 407 8300 83.0 13 
~1J3 +9 + 1/+16 100 9·3 9·7 92.4 9204 29 
MJll +77 +72/+82 97 21.8 20·5 89.8 86.5 64 
MJ12B +lJ8 +45/+52 100 8.6 '10.0 90.3 90.3 29 
MC12-l +20 +20/+20 100 8 .. 4 6.1 87.0 87·0 17 
MC13 -28 -28/-28 100 3·0 3.7 81.4 81.4 10 
MC13-1a +28 +25/+30 100 6.8 6.9 70.2c 70.2c 20 
88.7d 88.7d 
H:!14 -18 -26/-10 100 5.6 5·3 86.9 86.9 15 
MJ15 +76 +72/+80 95 11.8 11.4 88.7 87.8 34 
m15-1 -49 "52/-47 100 4.9 4.5 86.9 86.9 13 
~16a +46 +43/+lJ8 100 ll·3 9.0 74 .. 4c 74.4c 28 
90.1d 90.1d 
* in. k.ips / sq. in 01 /4 in. gage length c ,stress based on area at fracture location 
A 
only A-half fractured 
B 
only B-half fractured 
out of test section 
d st~ess based on original area in test section 
a A-half fractured out of test section 8j 
. 
TABLE 7 (Conttd) 
. RESULTS OF EDGE CONDlTIONS TESTS OF STEEL M, ASTM A94 STRUCTURAL S:IT,ICON STEEL 
Temperature Percent Percent Maximum Fracture 
Spec~en A~e. R~ge Brittle Reduction Percent stress stress Energy 
Number Fe F. Appearance of Area Elongation Kai Kei Absorption* 
SPEClMENS WITH MANUALLY FLAME-cur ~ 
MJla ..so +79/-1-81 97 3.8 3.2 58.6c 
* 
mll 
m4ab 
J!G9ab 
... 73 
+26 
-22 
'''75/-71 
+24/+29 
.-24/-20 
100 
100 
laO 
in. kips/sq. in .• /4 in .. gage length 
a . A-haJ.:f f'racture<l out of test section 
bB_half f'racture<i out of test section 
2 .. 6 0.8 
2.1 
2.0 
70.9d 
56 .. 5 
50.9c 
65 .. 6d 
53.5c 
70,,5d 
Cstress based on area at fracture location out of test section 
d . 
stress based on original area in test section 
58.6C 
70.9d 
56.5 
50.9c 
65.ff 
53.5c 
70.5d 
8 
2 
5 
5 
0\ 
\0 
TABLE 7 (cont va) 
RESULTS OF EDGE CONDITIONS TESTS OF STEEL M, ASTM A94 STRUCTURAL Sn.ICON STEEL . 
Temperature Percent Percent Maximum Fracture 
Specimen Age. R~e Brittle Reduction Percent stress stress Energy 
Number FlO F. Appearance of Area Elonsation Kef Kef Absorptlon* 
SPOOIMENS WITH SHEARED EOOES 
MD5ab +32 +32/+32 100 2·9 64.7c 64.7c 7 
79.5d 79.5d 
Ml)6Bb +1 +1/+1 100 2.1 60.lc 6001c 6 
72.ad 72 .. ad 
MD7 +79 +76/-+82 95 8.5 8.2 84.5 84.5 22 
~ +33 +30/+36 100 6.2 6.7 86.2 86.2 19 
MD9b -69 ··70/ -68 100 2.3 2.6 61.8c 6l.8c 7 
74.1d 74.1d 
M010 +50 +47/+53 100 7.1 7.8 88.4 88.4 23 
MDllAa -51 ·-55-48 100 1·5 56.2c 56.2c 4 
. 68.5 d 68.5d 
MD12Aa +5 +5/+5 100 0·5 42.3c 42.3c ~1 
52_7d 52.7d 
MD13Bb 
-25 ... 26/ ... 24 .100 2.0 60.3C 60.3c 
74.3d 74.3d 
MD15B +78 +74 +82 100 8.2 8.3 88.3 88.3 24 
*in. kips/sq. in~ in. gage length bB_half fractured out of test section A only A-haJ.f fra(~tured c 
Bonly B-half fraetured 
stress based on area at fracture location out 
of test section -.:J 0 
aA-half :fractured. out of test section d • stress based on original area in test section 
TABLE 7 (Cont'd) 
RESULTS OF EDGE CONDITIONS TESTS OF STEEL M, ASTM A94 STRUCTURAL S~ICON STEEL 
Temperature Percent Percent Maximum Fracture 
Spec~en A~e. Range Brittle Reduction Percent stress stress Energy 
Number, F. ~" 'Appearance of Area Elongation Kai Ksi Absorption* 
SPOOmENS WITH AUTOMNrICALLY FLAME-CUT AND MANUALLY FLAME SOFTENED EDGES 
MBlA +33 +25/+41 90 28.2 24.6 92·9 8502 80 
MB4 -18 -26/-10 100 37.5 28.4 93.1 83.8 92 
M8l6B +27 +22/+32 98 1900 2009 93·9 92.~ 69 
MB13A -26 -30/-22 100 9.8 10.0 96.3 96.3 32 
MB15b -52 -58/-46 100 27·5 19·0 98 .. 8 95·3 65 
MA7-1 +86 ..82/+90 45 37·2 26.2 87.4 80.5 80 
SPmIMENS WITH SHEARED AND MANUALLY FLAME SOFTENED EDGES 
MDIt- -16 -25/ ... 8 100 30.1 ?3.o. 95·1 ' 91.1 76 
miff +81 +76/+87 90 21.0 20.3 87.7. 85.4 62 
MD22A: " +32 +24/+'40 90 36.2 27·0 92.·9 92·9 88 
MD24A 
-57 -64/-50 100 33·0 18.0 98·7 93·9 62 
* in kips/sq. in./4 in. gage length 
a . 
A-half fractured out of test section 
A 
only A-half fractured bB-half fractured out of test section 
B 
only B-haLf fractured 
......;J 
I-' 
" 
TABLE 7 (Contrd) 
RESULTS OF EDGE CONDITIONS TESTS OF STEEL M, ASTM A94 STRUCTURAL Sn,ICON STEEL 
Temperature Perce:r.Lt Percent Maximum Fracture 
Spec men Age. R~e Brittle Reduction Percent stress stress Energy 
Number F. F • AERearance of Area Elo~ation Ksi Ksi Abso~tion* 
SPEXJlMENS WITH ~ ARC STRIKE ON !!. MACHnUID EDGE 
MA8 +27 +26/+28 100 3.3 3 .. 0 68.6 68.6 7 
:t: MAll-I ... 30 -32/-28 100 205 2.6 66.5 66.5 6 
MAl3A +75 +72/+78 90 905 7.6 8406 84·5 21 
MA15 -60 -63/-58 100 200 1.7 64 .. 8 6408 4 
SPECIMENS WITH AN ARC STRIKE ON S: SHEARED EDGE 
MD16 -62 -64/-60 100 1.2 1.0 6;.4 63.4 2 
:MD20 +25 +25/+25 100 1.3 1.1 54.8 54.8 2 
* in. kips/sq. in./4 in. gage l«~ngth 
Aonly A .. ha.l:f fractured 
f 
.A-half fractured at 2 places in the test section 
";j 
.. 
TABLE 8 
RESULTS OF EDGE CONDnIONS TESTS OF STEEL P, 
ABTM A2.42 LOW AILOI HmH TENSJLE STEEL 
TemPex'ature Percent Percent MB:x::Iimlm Fracture 
Spec:imen A"be~ R~e Brittle Reduction Percent stress Stress 
NumberF. o A~earance of Area Elo!,!Sat1on .Ks1 Kai 
SPOOll4ENS' WITH MACHINED EDGES 
PAlA +32 +20/+43 20 51.6 3307 79.8 68.,5 
PAa -20 ... 28/-12 45 52.4 36.6 82.6 67.8 
PA,3 +80 +73/...a8 0 53.6 :;6.5 76.6 61.8 
PA5 +33 +24/+41 80 54.6 38.1 77.4 61.0 
PA6 ... 10 .·28/+7 60 53.8 40.7 80.2 62.:; 
PA7 -47 ··58/ -36 80 51.8 35.4 82.3 68.3 
PA9 +82 +76/-H38 0 56.6 37·7 77·0 61.0 
PAlO ;"55 .. 62/-48 97 52.:; 35.8 85.0 67.8 
* in. kips/sq. in .. /4 in. gage length 
Aonly A-hal:f' fra.<~tured 
Energy 
Absorption* 
100 
llO 
103 
109 
119 
106 
107 
112 
G1 
. 
TABLE 8 (Cont'd) 
RESULTS OF EDGE CONDl'rIONS TESTS OF STEEL P, 
.ASTM A242 LOW AJ.LaY HIDH TJmSlIaE STEEL 
Tem;perature· Percent Percent MBX-iltrulri FractUre 
Spec~en Axe 0 R~e Brit, tle Reduction Percent stress stress Energy 
Nuniber ""Fo ~o Appearance of Area. Elonga.tion Ksi Ksi Absorption*' 
PC1B 
PC2 
PC; 
ro4 
PC5 
pc6 
pc8 
Perf 
roll 
-24 
-62 
+1 
+80 
-22 
+30 
+80 
-58 
+31 
SPOODmmS WITH AUTOMATICALLY FLAME-CUT ~ 
-30/-18 100 50.9 31.7 ·83.5 
-68/-56 100 29~8 26.4 85.5 
-2/+4 100 50.1 34.0 8105 
+76/+85 20 46.3 29.6 7800 
-31/-14 100 36.2 33.0 82.0 
+28/+32 100 32.4 31.0 78.6 
+74/+86 0 49.4 34.5 76.4 
-66/-50 100 31.7 23.3 85.6 
+27/+34 97 29.2 24.1 80.3 
* in. kips/sq. w../4 in. gage length 
A ' 
only A-ha.l.f fractured 
B 
only B-bal.f fractured 
70.1 
81.4 
65.5 
64.2 
65.5 
66.6 
62.0 
82.4 
77·1 
97 
84 
102 
85 
100 
90 
9B 
73 
71 
-:J 
-t=" 
• 
TABLE 8 (Cont'a) 
RESULTS OF EDGE CONDITIONS TE3TS OF STEEL P, 
ASTM A242 - LOW AJ.LO"! HIGH TENSnE STEEL 
~erature Percent Percent Maximum Fracture 
Specimen Ave. Range Brittle Reduction Percent stress stress Energy 
a a Number F. Fe Appearance of Area Elongation Kai Kai Absor;ption* 
SPOOIMENS WITH MANUALLY FLAME-CUT ~ 
PBrJ +26 +22/+31 
-26/-16 
98 100' 10.8 78.7 
P.BlOAa. -21 100 6.0 84.4c 
PBuA 
PGf 
-71 
+85 
-76/-66 
+83/t85 
100 
100 
*1n. kips/sq. 1n./4 in. gage length 
A 
only A-haJ...f fractured 
Bonly B-half fractured 
a. 
:A.-half fractured out of test section 
9·0 606 
12.8 10.0 
77.1d 
79·2 
72.1 
c 
stress based on area at fracture loca.tion out of test section 
d 
stress based on original area in test section 
36 
84.4c 
rr.ld 
79·2 
72.1 
30 
17 
19 
26 
-4 
\.J1 
~ 8 (Conttd) 
RESULTS OF EDGE CONDITIONS T.mTS OF STEEL P, 
ASTM A242 LOW.AIJ.J:JY HIGH TENS~ STEEI~ 
Te!Rerature Percent Percent Maxtmum FractUre 
Specimen Axe. R~ge Brittle. Reduct. ion Percent stress Stress Energy 
Number ':'F. '1r. Awearance of Area Elongation' Ksi Ksi Absorption* 
* 
SPIDlM.ENS WlTH SHEARED EWES 
P.D1B +25 +25/+25 100 10;--- 1.8 63.1 63.1 4 
PD3 -1 -1/ -2 100 2.2 2.6 68.4 68.4 7· .' 
PD4 +77 +75/+78 91 1.5 3.8 11.4 71.4 10 
m6 ~30 +28/+31 100 601 8.0 76.1 76.7 22,' 
PD~ -71 -71/-12 100 0.2 53.9c 53_9° 2. 
60.3d 60.3d 
poe! +18 +76/-+80 98 2.8 6.0 75.4 15.4 16 
PD1QBb -29 -30/-29 100 2.9 61.1c 61.1c 1. 
72.tfi 72.£f 
PDllBb -59 -62/-56 100 0.5 62.0° 62.0c 2 
62.9d 62.9d 
in. kips/sq. in./4 in. gage length b B-half fractured out of test section 
Aonly A-half fractured c stress based on area at fracture location 
Bonly B-haLf fractured 
a A-half fractured out of test section 
out of test section 
d 
stress based on original area in test section 
-4 
0\ 
. 
TABLE 8 (Cont'd) 
RESULTS OF EDGE CONDlTIONSTESTS OF STEEL P, 
ASTM A242 LOW AIJ.IJY. HIGH TENSJLE STEEL 
Temperature Percent Percent Max:l:mwn Fracture 
Specimen Ave. Range Brittle Reduction Percent stress ,Stress 
Number ~. ~. Appearance of' .Area Elo~ation Kai Ksi 
SPOOIMENS ~ SHEARED ~ MANUALLY FLAME SOFTENED EOOFS 
PDl5 -16 -24/-8 91 38 .. 8 34.9 82.2 65.6 
PDlgA 
-50 -58/-42 100 51.1 28.0 84.2 70·7 
PDl:;B +90 +83/+98 20 51.8 :;6.:; 7507 63.4 
PDlrfB +27 +22/+33 80 53·3 32.0 81.0 69.9 
SPOOIMENS ~ AN ~ STRIKE Q!!. MACHINED ~ 
PA4 +26 +24/+28 100 '6.4 6.0 69.2' 69.2 
PAll -26 -26/-27 100 2.2 2.4 63.2 63.2 
PB3 -55 -56/-54 100 . ,.6 2·7 66 .. 4 66.4 
P.B4A +94 +86/+103 2 31.1 25.4 76 .. 1 
SPlOOnm:NS !'!.!'!! ~ ~ STRlKE .Q! ! SHEARED ~ 
P014 +20 +20/+20 ' 100 2·5 1.1' 59·0 59·0 
POl8 -21 -22/-21 100 1.8 1·7 62.2 62.2 
* ' in. kips/sq. in. /4 in. gage length 
A ' 
only A-half fractured 
Bonly B~half fractured 
Energy 
Absorption* 
113 
65 
102 
100 
16 
.6 
7 
71 
2 
4 
~ 
. 
-01 -0 
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Specially Prepared 
Edge Conditions 
Punch Marks 
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NOTE: 
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o. DETAILS OF TEST SPECIMENS 
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b. PHOTOGRAPH OF TEST SPECIMEN 
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FIG. 3 PLATE LAYOUT FOR STEEL K, ASTM A7 (SEMI-KILLED STEEL) 
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FIG. 4 PLATE LAYOUT FOR STEEL K, ASTM A 7 (SEMI-KILLED STEEL) 
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FIG. 7 PLATE LAYOUT FOR STEEL L, ASTM A7 (RIMMED) 
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FIG. 8 PLATE LAYOUT FOR STEEL L, ASTM A7 (RIMMED) 
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FIG. 9 PLATE LAYOUT FOR STEEL M, ASTM A94 (SILICON) 
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FIG. 10 PLATE LAYOUT FOR STEEL M, ASTM A94 (SILICON) 
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FIG. II PLATE LAYOUT FOR STEEL M, ,ASTM A94 (SILICON) 
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FIG. 12 PLATE LAYOUT FOR STEEL P, ASTM A242 (LOW ALLOY HIGH TENSILE) 
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FIG. 13 PLATE LAYOUT FOR STEEL P, ASTM A242 (LOW ALLOY HIGH TENSILE) 
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FIG. 14 PLATE LAYOUT FOR STEEL P, ASTM A242 
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FIG. 16 SCHEMATIC DIAGRAM OF COOLING APPARATUS 
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FIG. 17 PHOTOGRAPHS OF COOLING SYSTEM 
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b. DIMENSIONS OF CHARPY V-NOTCH SPECIMENS 
FIG. 20 DETAILS OF CHARPY V-NOTCH SPECIMENS 
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b. RESULTS FOR STEEL L, ASTM A7 RIMMED STEEL 
FIG. 21 RESULTS OF CHARPY V-NOTCH IMPACT TESTS 
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FIG. 22 RESULTS OF CHARPY V-NOTCH IMPACT TESTS 
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